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This work is the development of a new approach 
to the theory of thermodynamical equilibrium in the 
ideal solid state, recently put forward by Professor 
Max Born (1951a, 1951b). His purpose was to over- 
come a fundamental expansion difficulty in the 
usual theory and to generalise it to include strong- 
ly anharmonic effects (such as exist in solid helium); 
it was also hoped to provide alternative solutions 
of the non -linear vibrational equations which might I 
indicate intrinsic imperfections ( "block -structure" 
-- see Born (1947), Pìzrth (1949)) in the equili- 
brium state. Such solutions have not been found; 
even in the non -linear case an ideal lattice con- 
figuration can be proposed as a solution (though 
perhaps not the only one), with some changes as 
discussed by Born (1951a), and the atoms can be 
taken to vibrate about this reference configuration 
with stable, fourth degree oscillations. By a 
method of adaptation independent harmonic modes of 
vibration can be chosen to be a close approximation 
to the atomic motion, whatever the reference config- 
uration, and the corresponding thermodynamical form- 
ulae may be developed either for large anharmonic 
effects or by treating the third and fourth degree 
terms in the potential energy as a small perturb- 
ation. 
Instead of at the start taking the atoms to 
vibrate about the minimum -energy configuration, 
which leads to the fundamental difficulty that thei 
mean displacements increasingly diverge from these 
positions as the size of the specimen increases, 
owing to the anharmonicity, we keep the reference 
configuration free and fix its coordinates as the 
quantum mechanical average positions at a later 
stage of the calculation; in this way both zero - 
energy and temperature effects can be properly 
accounted for and the vibrations can always be 
regarded as (relatively) small compared to the 
atomic spacing. At the same time, new effective 
harmonic lattice frequencies are established which 
reduce in a continuous fashion to those of the 
ordinary quadratic theory when the vibrations are 
very small. 
In his second paper (1951b) Born has estab- 
lished the use of a potential function having the 
nuclear coordinates (% ) alone as variables with- 
out the prior fixing of their reference positions 
as in the previous method (Born a Oppenheimer, 1927 ) 
vi. 
vii. 
For an insulator, which is all that we shall con- 
sider, only the ground state of the electronic 
motion is important, and this provides an energy 
operator %(.(X) , say, such that the Hamiltonian 
I, of the atomic system is 
p1 
L E _FL u + x) = I 
satisfying the Schrödinger equation 
Lk ) to :t-c. 
It is convenient to deal with the vibrational 
energy alone, lt- Ltd , 
144.7 14.x) -- ko 
so that the potential energy can be expanded in 
powers of 0 starting with the first, where 140 
is the static potential energy in the reference 
QQ 
configuration. We shall use the symbols It , 1, 
2C(24) , to refer to these vibrational quantities 
in general, the meaning being clear from the context 
Script letters ( , L , etc.) will be restrict- 
ed to the actual atomic system, and block letters 
( 4. , E , etc.) will be used for the adapted 
harmonic approximation mentioned above. 
The general theory will first be developed, 
then the theoretical example of a monatomic linear 
viii. 
chain will be worked out in full, both to illustratF 
the three dimensional theory and to provide approx- 
imations for later work, and finally an application 
of the non -linear results to the thermal behaviour 
of solid helium will be made. 
I wish to express my sincere thanks to 
Professor Lax Born for introducing me to this 
subject and for much helpful advice and encourage- 
ment during its development. 
CHAPTER 1: QUANTUM THEORY OF THE IDEAL SOLID STATE. 
la: The Adaptation Method. 
We may write the vibrational potential energy 
( U. ) of a system of atoms in thermal ectuilibrium 




-t-14 + L( t 14 -{- . - . ) (1.1) 
! ,x 
, 
- = , -( Q, 
(1.2 ) 
the various coordinates XQ being such that each 
can be related to some one reference position x¢ß`Ó 
so that the relative displacements xl x¢1 are 
small. If the system comprises N atoms in a 
three dimensional solid the e, Qt, will 
have the values t,2., . . - 3 The 
.u, k"01 
stand for the derivatives of IA, 
with respect to the corresponding x , taken in 
the reference configuration xg . 
For the present we will consider all terms it 41 
1.2 
up to the fourth degree as of equal importance, 
and neglect the rest by comparison: the vibration- 
al motion in the solid is thus to be regarded as 
essentially anharmonic, and our purpose is to put 
forward an harmonic approximation to it. The case 
when the terms of third and fourth degree in the 
displacements are themselves small in comparison to 
the linear and quadratic is automatically covered 
if we later replace "non- linear" solutions by 
"perturbation" solutions. 
By analogy with the usual procedure of choosin 
normal coordinates we consider a real+ linear canon- 
ical transformation, of orthogonal matrix Caw 3 
applied to the coordinates X and momenta 
such that 
,` ^ \w, e w (1.3) 
where is the momentum conjugate to the new 
coordinate. ß , and The 
orthogonality of Let6J implies 
+ The theory could be stated in complex terms, 
but this is of no advantage here. 
j = 0 
- Sti.c.' = O (1.4) 
The potential energy 1.t0k) goes over into Uj %) 
where 









while the kinetic energy transforms according to 
i 4 (1.6) 
In the usual theory the linear terms 0j 
are made to vanish, the XL mIT being chosen so that 
14e= O , `M() 3h1 , and no higher than 
quadratic ternis in k or CI- are considere 
0 
The Q are taken as those -ems which mak 




( 1 . 7 ) 
.16 
1.3 




The Hamiltonian of the system can then 
2 
c- L `. o - ` 4- a vw w (1.8) 
which is just that of a set of 14 independent 
harmonic oscillators; these constitute the normal 
modes of vibration of the system. 
In the presence of third and fourth degree 
terms, even if the e were still chosen accord- 
ing to (1.7) -- as in fact they will be at a later 
stage in our solution -- (1.8) would not represen 
the whole vibrational energy of the system; this 
would be 
° + Ùz 4 0o -t . . _ 3 (1.9) 
o 
the denoting the appearance of the known Cpl 
t.aGv , and if the choice of reference positions 
LCD O were dropped, it would be 
o 
lT .r- 3 
-I- uy, i- . . . (1.9') 
0 
It might also happen that the ' j were no longer 
positive so that (1.8) could not represent a system 
of harmonic oscillators at all: this is the state 
of affairs in solid helium at molar volumes of Nil+ a.. 
1.5 
or more; the third and fourth degree terms, rather 
than the second, then control the vibrations of the 
atoms. 
The Hamiltonian in the anharmonic case can be 
written quite generally acco 
as 
rding to (1.5), (1.6) 
- I + U t i+ O. } ` { - . (1.10) 
Instead of comparing (1.9) with (1.8), and treating 
the anharmonic terms (()=C)) as a perturbation of 
-- the usual procedure for extending the 
quadratic theory -- we will compare the general 
Hamiltonian (1.10) with that of an arbitrary system 
of independent harmonic oscillators having (real)_ 
frequencies t¡ 
a - . + S- S. "'L cti% 
It will be our object to adapt these oscillators to 
the system in such a way that they will represent 
the actual motion as closely as possible over a 
range of temperatures and in those circumstances 
quoted above in which the method based on (1.8) 








Ú 7...3 l i ti at , c, Ut..`i3., r %1. `.°(., 3 (1.13 ) 
can be treated as a perturbation of H and that 
just sufficient equations can be provided to deter 
mine the quantities , (Leh, , ` which appe r 
as parameters in (1.3) - (1.13) . The choice of :¢ 
0 
as Q would imply that takes the form 
1.)° = SG°- t4 
= -- { ) - 4- tS3 b 4.0-4, 
(1.14) 
and the frequencies (.,,k would remain to be 
determined as distinct from the (possibly imaginary 
o wL . 
The "normal modes of vibration" of the system, 
in the coordinates % , are no longer harmonic, 
nor are they independent, as the Hamiltonian 
(1.10) shows; we may, however, regard them 
approximately as the independent harmonic oscill- 
ations defined by (1.11); if the choice Z 
is made they have, approximately, all the properties 
of the usual normal modes except that their freq- 
uencies are new, determined by the anharmonic terms 
1.7 
in the potential, and this will be found to pro- 
vide a useful approach over the whole range of data 
available for solid helium. 
lb: The Partition Function. 
The thermodynamical properties are determined 
by the free energy 
4-0 , 
la being the static potential energy, and 
the partition function 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
the being the energy levels of the Hamilton- 
ian it given by (1.10); (1) is 
We will suppose that these L can be 
derived from the energy levels Eq. of the system 
of (1.11) by the application of the 
perturbation W of (1.12), so that we may write 
being the change in the ti., energy level 
1.8 
of the oscillator system +, to be obtained formally 
by the usual perturbation equations -- this is 
considered in chapter 2. We may note here that 
, E ,, are all proportional to N 
the size of the system; for one mole of solid 
helium they are N IO ergs, the order of magnitude 
of the zero energy to . The average thermal 
excitation a low temperatures (T.ti tc 1 L4 
IA-10 _ ergs -1) is Ni IOC ergs /mole. 
If the partition function of the oscillator 
system is written 
(1.17 ) 
2 
we have from (1.15) 
(1.18) 
+ The quantum number AA, is really Lw) (1441.1.... 141,0 
and 
it should be noted that ,J, = S.. K 4... is 
not of the form +.,1e -L)k4 }.... , since the 
frequencies are unchanged; the perturbation 
can only in part be split up into a sum of 
terms, one for each oscillator and depending 
on the number, 
the bar denoting a Boltzmann average over the 




We can write 
(1.19) 
1.9 
o being the perturbation of the ground state 
and AT that of the thermal excitation in the 
state w. . The exponential in (1.18) is then 
, where .-1,,,x,1 ,ti 1 0 . 1 0 t O ; 
this should really be regarded as (..e 
s2, 
since the logarithm of this quantity -- which 
appears in the free energy -- must be proportion- 
al to r4 here 2SM., _ NIL , g 
proportional to the energy of a single oscillator, 
-t s" 






the problem is to evaluate this average of the ÑJ 
will not 
power of the exponential. The 
so that a direct expansion of 
converge well -- this is the real limitation of 
the method, imposed by the very low helium tempera- 
tures at which we wish to work. 
Using the formal quantity Q. for the 
argument 
wi 
present, we may also consider (1.18) as 
3 
where is the thermal (oscillator) 
of the changes in the energy levels, and 








Z 2 Z 
since 4., = N ,,.. - , , the Q being some 
constants ti l ; we may expect the mean- square 
deviation ( -,s w of the system of 3i 
oscillators to be proportional to nt , as it 
relates to a kind of multinomial statistical 
distribution, and so N - )A" to be 
proportional to the squared thermal energy of a 
single oscillator -- '?b.J SÑ- S T )L is then 
,., in agreement with the remarks above. 
As a first approximation by which to proceed, 
we will neglect all but the first term of (1.20), 
which is the same as replacing (.,; A~`p by Q,41+ 
in (1.18); a strict consideration of the effect 
of the 20 . 1 expansion will not be carried out her: P ( ) 
the present approximation can be made to give very 
good results in the helium application. 
Using (1.18) we may then write the free energy 
(1.15) as 
4- v n... 
(1.21) 
and it remains to determine the average energy 
perturbation as a function of the "adapted" 
parameters \:1, 02 1 z this is done to 
1.12 
a sufficient approximation in the next chapter. 
The first two terms of (1.21) are of the usual 





in the ordinary theory L appears instead of 
CJ., The additional term , depends 
primarily on the quadratic and fourth degree per- 
t., I+ 
turbation terms, Vv and V4 L5 of 
course vanishes if the ordinary choice of oscillat- 
o r s, _. !tom , is made. 
lc: The Density I;Tatrix. 
The original method of applying this adaptation 
procedure (see Born (1951a)) made use of the density 
matrix of quantum mechanics, the purpose being to 
avoid the complexity of a full solution of 
Schródinger's equation and subsequent averaging by 
Boltzmann factors. Thermal averages, and non- 
equilibrium phenomena, are also more readily 
tackled through the density matrix. In coordinate 
representation the density matrix is 
(1. 23 
being the eigen_function belonging to L,N, 
it satisfies Bloch's equation 
_L st 
-2T (S (1.24 
and is connected with the partition function by the 
formula 
f ($4011, *) 
(l.25 
the thermal average of any operator is given 
by 
G A) 




where 6-tctrA' is the density matrix of the 
oscillators i-F , and of a polynomial of degree 
a in the coordinates , q, It then 
follows that 
.(1. 28 





From the Bloch equation (1.24) an equation in 
q 
could then be derived, dependent on the known form 
of Cr" (Husimi, (1940) ); this was to be solved by 
successive polynomial approximations. 
The relation between this method and that of 
section lb is immediately obvious: from (1.18), 
(1.28), it follows that 
= 
±.,.r e °,r - (pNz- 2M,)s 
-_!" 
(1.30) 




G} = t + GÌ #-q {- . - 
QG Q Z 
must be equivalents 




It was found possible to develop a symmetrical 
method oÍ solving the equations for the g in 
(1.27), dependent on simple integrations; the 
approximations used correspond exactly to the 
omission of terms that will be made in chapter 2. 
The averaged results, arranged according to pro- 
ducts of the q +, were just the terms of ; 
no higher powers of appear in the first few 
polynomials considered. But these q, involved 
terms of a large order of magnitude ( N !a, ) and 
to put the method on a proper footing we should 
write 
r `rcli 
+ This polynomial method corresponds really to 
the "perturbation" case considered below in 
which third and fourth degree terms in 0- 
are to be considered small compared with 
the harmonic part. 
which would give rise to new equations for the 
Instead of (1.31) there would be a development 
rd -F +- 11,1 
to correspond with (1.20): 
J j `' N - ç,,,-} v ., 
The higher polynomials could then be properly dis- 
counted, apart from bad convergence due to the larg 
value of ( 
Por these reasons the formal development of 
the .S -theory mentioned above will not be 
included here; however, the solution to the aver - 
age conditions originally proposed for adapting the 
oscillators -4 to the system it which it pro- 
vided will be quoted in chapter 2. 
CHAPTER 2: THE ADAPTATION CONDITIONS. 
2a: Their Derivation. 
To determine the partition function and free 
energy of the atomic system we'need to know the 
of the previous chapter corresponding to 
the perturbing energy (1.12): 
5- = q Q 
' 
+ . . 
l., f.í., `,i. . 
(2.1) 
The usual perturbation formulae may be applied to 
give, as the first, second, order changes 











+ These are the matrix elements in the energy 
representation of the oscillator system 
1n1,.,,, Lt) w Li, e(,) 
4,ß-y,) being the oscillator ei genfunction be- 
longing to , and (a meaning the set 
of 3,,,A variables C. . 
In the limit as Tip Ah, goes over into 
ßb , the perturbation of the zero energy, and 
gt the low helium temperatures to be considered the 
two are not very different. We shall consider 410 
in full to the second order, and from the limiting 
form of the result infer what 6.4, is expected 
to be, at low 1 , except perhaps for small 
corrections. 
The first order perturbations can immed- 
iately be written down in full: from the definitio 
of the oscillator average expressed by (129), and t11 
form of (2.1), we have 
z (ti ) + 
2.2 . 
- - --,, 
C, z ` L U y 
a` 
l ̀
+ g,, a-', ' ..c..'.` iw 
`,w 
(2.3) 
all other terms vanishing since we are dealing with 
independent harmonic oscillators. 
In the case of a lattice many of the oscillat- 
ors will be expected to have the same frequency, 
the energy levels Ems, being correspondingly 
2.3 
degenerate; in any case, these levels will lie 
very close, ry 10 erg apart (due to single 
oscillators) compared to their absolute magnitude 
ti FO erg. However, this spacing may still be 
considered discrete in regard to the higher order 
terms of the perturbation since, from the form of 
(2.1), the matrix elements of \J for closely 
neighbouring states also depend only on single 
oscillators and are correspondingly small. In the 
first order there is no difficulty; neither does 
the degeneracy matter, since we are concerned 
with the average Jj) alone: the same Boltzmann 
factor Q applies to the various which 
arise from a degenerate P. , so that we need 
their arithmetic mean only; this is proportional 
to the trace S Wts of the w.. submatrix 
of 
t./Q.....J 
belonging to the states of energy 
e , and may be included with all other 
diagonal elements W.,N,,,.. in the same expression 
/ 2, 
Similar considerations must apply to the highe 
order perturbations if any degeneracy remains: we 
shall here consider only the nondegenerate ground 
state 60 in any detail. 
Eecause of the polynomial form (2.l) of W 
for clé 
2.4 
the matrix elements UÙ defined in the foot- 





tt - ' Ú 




4-.,(11 1) +141'1) 
.. _ 
Li''tukiism) 3 
the oscillators being independent. Further, 
... L !' L 
'.4 w) ,) w /64., 
w (2.5) 
where 4x, is the Hermite polynomial of degree 
It , and OL is given by + 
t 
i `, K...... / L = z, (2.6) 
In the linear terms of , w can be O or 
1 in the quadratic terms, O , ( , or a, , 
and so on; it is well known that when 17. is even, 
1 
must be even, and when r, is odd, 
INA1w .04,14, I must be odd -- otherwise the matrix 
element 
t a ) vanishes; further, 'ft\ is zero whenever 
I _- 
) t, 
+ In this work the zero frequencies (trans- 
lations) must be avoided by putting the 
corresponding displacements arbitrarily to 
zero: the effect is to omit the corresponding 
indices in any sums L. 
2.5 
The transitions (y °1 6- which have non - 
vanishing matrix elements w, are thus severely 
restricted, and the various 1/0 can be written 
down without much trouble. 
From the ground state L"-) _ k.o) the iv 
linear term of k4 appears only for 
LoA... 1414,11 a...o) = lo()y(ev) , say; all other 
terms of 1,4 which are odd in Citt. also contrib- 
ute to this matrix element WCo+)teo . To the 
terms of third degree, it follows at once from the 
known matrix elements of the powers of eft 
U 
that 
oi oo H, % + fit, t!L 
and since the energy difference is 
e EaiV0 o ) 
the corresponding term of the second order perturb- 
ation 240(3"-' (by (2.2)) is 
z Z 
WtelV o at, 
U y; LI 
the contribution of all the linear terms of 







The cubic terms also appear in the matrix 
elements tAl 14020)Qt)f ̀a) 
'-t , with an obvious notation; it 






tt _. ., 
i 
,.1 
. ., . (AA-L, ̀ t^'i..j¡ (2.8) 
For the quadratic terms the matrix elements 
Wd10j9u) , tAkw V,),,(eo) 
considered, and these affect all other even ternis 
must be 
as well. To the fourth degree we find, in exact 
analogy to (2.7) and (2.8), that the whole contribut- 
ion of the quadratic terms is contained in 
í ,¡ÿ Vi a 
+- L4,,! 
: V 1 , s 
4- -x 1, 14,A. 
(2.9) 
and the remaining contribution of the quartic terms 
in 
2.7 
L L v L 
4"1/4) Q¡ t +¡ ta 
.rr r W 




Now, with a., given by {2.6) and 
at low -f ( E is the 
vibrational energy of a quantum oscillator of 
frequency L.,k, ), and since in the helium case 
the average effect of quadratic and fourth degree 
terms is assumed to be comparable, 
2,, U,,v4nk, v w , we can estimate 
that (2.9), (2.10) are proportional to the total 
oscillator energy (ti1si) -- as we should expect -- 
and that (2.10) is considerably the smaller in 
magnitude. Similar results would apply to (2.7), 
(2.8). We shall in what follows neglect the LINO 
terms (2.10), (2.8) by comparison with those con- 
taining the curly brackets, (2.9), (2.7). Again, 
Z 
remembering the limiting form of C1/4, given above, 
and by comparison with the form of 3 13 , we 
will infer that ." is to be derived from 
0o 
by replacing et-,# L = 71-'0 Via" 
by G itself: any small corrections will 
be neglected along with (2.10), (2.8). Thus we 
2.8 
may write, to the second order in the perturbation 
0.J , 
6,,, Lw) V i,,, 4- á Lii;t1 ;,tr) 
- 
v 
, - 70" )1144,1 
Miji-Z!) , 
t-5 L`°+4 60(J) 
L 
L 
44.4. ti, v 
(2.11) 
the symmetry of this result suggests that higher 
orders in the perturbation could be written down 
fairly simply: we will not go any further here. 
As mentioned in lc, the formal expansion of 
the density matrix method has given rise to just th 
terms appearing in (2.11), though differently 
arranged, and this suggests strongly that the infer- 
(-1 ) 
ence from to the general form of (2.11) 
is correct. The adaptation of the oscillators in 
that method was made by applying average conditions 
of the kind 
2.9 
(with cA ) defined by (1.26) and -A by 
(1.19) or (1.29)) to the coordinates 
/` 
and 
pairs of coordinates Ct;Qr 
._., 
_ o 
=- Vt, +i.. t/ (2.12) 
3 




Uítti Z y Li vki 
(2.13) 
It will also be shown in chapter 3 that the formula 
for S to be derived from (1.21) and (2.11) has 
these conditions (2.13) as the solution, to the 
present approximation, of minimum conditions 
_ O , where p represents in turn 
each óf the parameters of chapter 1: the different 
iation of the first part of arising from 
the known of (2.3) changes the numerical 
factors in such a way as just to reproduce the curl 
brackets of (2.11). 
2.10 
These two other approaches are consistent with 
our writing 414, as in (2.11); it then follows 
that if the adaptation of the oscillators (which is 
the choice of the parameters Xg , 2 
) is made by solving the equations (2.13), 
these "adaptation conditions" will have (approximately) 
the two physical interpretations given above. There 
are just as many equations as there are unknowns. 
2b: Their Solution. 
We have to solve simultaneously the equations 
-t- L, ,, = a . - 304 .! 3 
` km. 3 
w$ (2.13 ) 
\tkl..t + L 1(¿ v1 7- L4- .,! _ f 
IA! 
where we write 
°- t; 6" 1 o ) 445.. .(2.14) 
for short 01 o 1,..+L.,/ by (1.13)1 Two 
cases will be distinguished; the "perturbation 
case!', in which the third and fourth degree terms 
are to be regarded as small corrections -- this 
was outlined by Born (1951a) -- and the "non- linear 
case ", in which all terms are of equal importance 
-- this is so for solid helium, and an approximat- 
ion to the solution will form the basis for the 
application of the theory in chapter 7. 
We may first transcribe (2.13) using (1.5) and 
(1.13) : 
+ (r 

















L 0, . = LL) ''L 
Z r' 
Ott 
We write ° , _ , ,... for the successive orders; 
this is of course not the perturbation \ni , whiclh 
does not appear again. 
o 0 
which defines the usual )(` , Q (Abt, 
of the harmonic theory -- the reference positions 
define a minimum configuration of the static potent- 
ial energy, about which small vibrations have the 
frequencies ( , the roots of the dynamical 
matrix /Ow _ _l This is the solution 
4n4.0"1.1 
.to = 0 of chapter 1. The functions 
IA., A, which appear in the perturbation 
formulae are all to be understood as having these 
)( for their arguments. 
The first order solution of (2.15) is 
a, itic )(42,111 _ -L k R E A E Cz 
a. 
_ - e., u t - -Ceti 
Q, ¢ z, ti c 
(2.19) 
-r 





the sum being extended over all non -vanishing 
frequencies (to avoid translations as mentioned 
above). This provides vibrational corrections to 
the reference positions, even at '- 0o 
The corresponding solution of (2.16) is got 
by the well -known perturbation procedure applied to 
a set of characteristic equations: if we write 
I 







4- kC,eele. a ac ¢«. 
p------ - 5LIAtelli I 1.,w0 t(l, 
where, by (2.19), 
3) k 6471 1 4t.teRt a Lfk Vit 




the result is 
_ er 
oL 







(It may be noted that O ) 
This provides corrections to the usual harmonic 
frequencies: the first part of j,( arises 
from the expanded reference positions, the second 
part is the direct effect of fourth degree terms. 
The formulation of these perturbation results 
is due to Professor Dorn; he has suggested to call 
the ectt the thermal displacements, due to 
thermal forces Q itA 
(discussed further by him in regard to a lattice 
configuration in the paper already quoted (1951a)), 
1 
and the eti,v 041v2 the thermal agitation; 
in both cases the temperature dependence is given 
through the factor ift c.v., , a function of the 
vibrational energies E¿, . An illustration 
2.15 
of this method will be given in chapter 5, where 
the linear chain is considered; the method is 
appropriate to the case when quantum effects are 
small. 
In the non -linear case, as applied to solid 
helium, we shall be concerned with the vibrational 
equations alone. If we assume as a trial solution 
for the positions % it,"13 a regular Bravais 
lattice configuration then the first (position) 
equation of (2.13') can be shown to hold identically; 
the lattice parameters are not determined and 
may be got by applying minimum conditions to the 
free energy: these points are illustrated by the 
linear -chain example in chapter 5. The large vibr t- 
ional energy is the main influence in the properti s 
of a strongly anharmonic solid, and we shall re- 
quire a "non -linear" solution of the second (frequncy) 
equation in (2.13') to give new t-zt, ; it will be 
made to correspond with the usual helium lattice 
configuration, and it does not matter very much wh t 
other possible exact reference positions there are. 
The equation (2.16) involves the product of 
four factors 2 in any exact solution -- 
this is the non-linear problem. However, we may 
write the non -diagonal part as 
(Lat.( e - uEl - Ave,. 
w.Rw., p,rr 
and if the ratio 





containing it, were largely independent of - 






the usual non -diagonal equations for the e . 
We shall here assume that the approximation (2.25) 
can be used instead of (2.24) with sufficient 
accuracy: this defines the Q as the usual 
o 
of the harmonic theory, and implies both 
the non -diagonal relations 
o 
and the diagonal relations 
v1.4,, = ° 
the diagonal ta¡v may have any value, 
positive, negative, or zero (the square being 
written for convenience). 
The third set of (non- diagonal) equations in 
(2.13') is then accounted for; but now the diagonal 
equations from (2.13') remain to determine the new 
frequencies cJsa , 
ti oZ ^ ` 
' 
lcL.,r LLJL! ; 
(2.26) 
2.16 
the simultaneous conditions for e 
have been replaced by first approximating to the 
non -diagonal Çc, conditions, then using the result 
in the physically more essential diagonal frecuency 
equations, and this method will hereafter be referr 
to as the "non- linear solution ". It allows us to 
consider generalised normal modes of vibration, 
governed by the fourth degree terms in the potentia 
they constitute waves of exactly the same form as 
the usual normal modes, but having different 
frequencies. This approximation seems to be quite 
sufficient for the present helium application. 
The equations (2.26) immediately express each 
W4%, in terms of the sum of the energies of 
them all: 
*- / .' t__, "- ti c.a..<<., 3 
%f 
(2.26' 
this kind of relationship will be discussed further 
in chapter 4. For solid helium the sero energy is 
of most importance, being some (O times the averag 
thermal energy, and (2.26') becomes approximately 
c f 
° 




this form of the equation will be used in chapter 5 
to obtain an exact solution for the linear chain. 
Again, at about 4ee molar volume, the harmonic 
frequencies WA -NI 0 for solid helium (see 
chapter 6), and in that case depends directl7 
on the fourth degree terms 
a r °tiv(4,1'6` - (2.28) 
2.18 
this is also illustrated in chapter 5. In all these 
e 
cases it should be remembered that e is to e 
used, and the equations (2.26') , (2.27) may then be 
solved by iteration; this will not be done here, 
as the corresponding solutions of the linear chain 
can be used to provide a sufficient basis for the 
helium application. 
CHAPTER 3: THEERMODYNAMICAL DEVELOPMENT. 
3a: The Free Energy. 
The general formula for 1 proposed in 
chapter 1 is 
= 2i + 4- op,,, 
(3.1) 




and, by (2.11), (2.14), 
(3.2) 
is given in full by 
1,X3'4,,, ,,! Vc ! ca.,' 
eb, 
0 4) 
small second and higher order terms being neglected 
In the non -linear case the adaptation conditions 






V V a 
(304) 
to the same degree of approximation. In the per- 
turbation case, the successive approximate solut- 
ions of (2. (3) should be paralleled by a develop- 
ment of (3.1) - (3.3) in successive approximations 
during which the squared brackets and higher order 
terms automatically drop out: this expansion, due 
to Born, is given below. 
Before developing these results it is of 
interest to notice that the same adaptation condit 
ions satisfy, to the present degree of approximation, 
minimum conditions on the free energy. If we regard 
the foregoing expression (3.1) - (3.3) for 
as a function of the bel 4-i 3NL3*4 -+) variables 
Xa,` , then we may set 










- O ¡Z ... 1Nt 
Je j 
to determine them; there are just sufficient 
independent equations to do this The form of the 
equations in arises from the additional 
orthogonality conditions (l. 4- ) which they must 
satisfy: introducing Lagrangian multipliers we 
may write+ 
',, ( t4..l , 
with - and impose the conditions 
óÌ4 ?If + k., 2 ab 







+ The alternative set of orthogonality relat- 
ions 
can not be used here, since the conditions to whic 
they lead, 
é e, - Q.,4,, 
would have to include those 
.iv 
for which w,= 0 
these translations have always to be omitted (as 
can be done) from the which may occur, to 
avoid divergences. w 
Multiplying the first of these by Q, 
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as quoted in (3.5); the diagonal 
k`' 
-- defin- 
ed directly by either of (3.6) -- are irrelevant 
here. 
The first of the equations (3.5), 














4- Z., )k V stc 
i-f?"-.4 141 
where the definitions (1.67 ) have been used; 
adding for all 4: , we have 
() V+Z v: W 
lv 
Co vl 
rk,it V ltn . 
`¡ 








. ¡ ll f ká vIy, Rt J.ra1 w.... 
k!tl 
(3.7) 
It is clear that this can be satisfied by taking 
.,+ % i c 
ll\ e t fl ;, e.,. °i. 
ellom "4,=1 .... 3nf 
k7.= ., _ . 
just the three conditions (2. 
i1/4+i.,'= !. 3Ata 
here any 
additional small terms in (3.7) are neglected. 
When we bear in mind the oscillator relations 
( E, 
j. 6142,- E`` = w 
i. Gtrtk C it441,4 gt^r) = v T 
(3.8) 
being the mean vibrational energy, zero 
9) 
energy v plus Planck energy), and the 
definition (1.13) for V V I - V. t _ i..41 











the terras in square brackets all containing one or 
other of the adaptation expressions in (2. ( ). 
Again, the equations (2.13) satisfy the minimum 
condition. 
Finally, the last of (3.5) leads to the 
expression 










~ ,vw, `! .,; ) 
.,} .,,,v , 
w 1 
'''' + ° 
(3.11 
3.7 
where again the omitted terms are either small or 
go with the adaptation expressions (2.13'). Since 




t" ìl - t` f y G` . . ' t .. ,J . (+ti, 
which again is satisfied by the adaptation condition 
In the perturbation case, these minimum con- 
ditions can be solved simultaneously by successive 
approximations: the results are then, at each 
stage, quite the equivalent of the perturbation 
solution outlined in chapter 2, and this completes 
the min - I approach to the conditions (2.13') 
entioned there. 
For a regular lattice, in which (2.15) is 
+ The restriction 1-i, does not 
not preclude the possibility of X A 
or = 00LI., , as is to be expected for 
various sets of frequencies in a lattice 
spectrum: in that case the minimum condition 
is identically zero, and the corresponding 
condition 
.511,41,1, )1/4L., 
must be specified otherwise. 
3.8 
s. 
identically fulfilled, it is a natural extension 
of this method to solve for the lattice parameters 
by minimum conditions _ O . This 
IS 
will be illustrated for a one -dimensional model in 
chapter 5, where the non -linear and perturbation 
cases are contrasted; the general lattice solut- 
ions are in principle the same. 
The expansion of * by successive approx- 





4- ÿ k, 
(3.12) 
3710 
the arguments of the various functions being the 
zero and first order solutions of the adaptation 
conditions, 




w l ; 
t, .. . 
Q = Q f e, -- - 
when no superscript appears the arguments are the 




given by (2.($ ). This being similar to the usual 
harmonic theory, the vibrational terms are regarded 
as small compared to the static potential 0 
From the results of chapter 2 and the work of the 
previous paragraphs it can be readily shown that 
r = 01 o 






, 0 are the contributions from 
the third and fourth degree terms in the potential: 
42' 
3) (3.14) I 1, -- " 
ZQ Q,/ l.¢l "L ey ez 4 
where 
3.11 
21l 1.) ?.t t,,e.e 'lLQ QG .c Q3-F ) 
the reciprocal quadratic matrix (W) gt1 and the 
Ater being defined by (2.2.0), (2.17) -- 
this part comes from the changed lattice positions, 
xeml ° f )(ell 
1 1 = _ s,s 
tt`i,4f 
(3.15 
arising from direct changes in the energy levels. 
These formulae will be illustrated by the linear 
chain example in chapter 5. 
Returning to the non -linear theory, we have 
from (3.1) and (3.4) 
= l(,o + 
L - Lie 
g tY 
iv 
= lta +7F - E +E? 0ls) 
where 12 , e are the free energy and internal 
energy of the adapted system of independent oscill- 
ators, and is the ratio of the squared 
frequency of the _lcrmal mode of vibration 
as given by the usual harmonic theory, 
Z 
¡ VQ., - 1". CQ ` ¢ee., 
which may be zero or negative, to the squared 
frequency of the adapted harmonic mode 
based on the terms of fourth degree in V 
This ratio, 
ADM (3.17) 
describes the non -linearity of the new theory: when 
I , the usual results become applicable, 
and the last two terms of (3.16) cancel leaving 
the normal expression for 1 . As I -a O , 
(3.16) reduces to 




In the particular case when V,, =cog, ... p , 
so that 
.r1k. 
O (e.g. for solid helium near 
14- as / w,o. ), t, is given by (2.18), 
and we may write 
and at low temperatures 
to ohs ,: \w,c.,tr., = 14.AgAALICt 1,( 
w .! ; aF 
(3.19) 
3b: Ton- linear Thermodynamical Properties 
For the non- linear theory we may apply the 
usual thermodynamical relations to the formula 
(3.16) for . We then have the entropy 
(g ), internal energy ( ),.andspecific heat at 
t 




g z Tg = u.o 4e t- r T G i ( ,3. 21) 
+ ", ;, 
« x 4a,c A ,, .... 
co,(, t 
3.14 
(7t ?ri-)Ns J v 
TeSt) L (3.22) 
where S , (: , are the corresponding 
oscillator quantities, which are well-known, 
We shall assume the reference system 0 to 
define a regular lattice +and evaluate these ex- 
pressions with the help of the isotropic Debye 
approximation, discussed in the next chapter. T_t 
will be shown there that we may apply the usual 
continuum approximation to the adapted harmonic 
spectrum of vibrations, the density of vibrational 
modes in each of the three acoustic branches being 
written 
d = 3N,24,0 d,V) 
t.o) 
3 X3 3 
(3.23) 
where 4)D is Debye's isotropic maximum frequency 




-!C w ++-t- 
= l 
+4 We consider only a monatomic lattice, the 
application being to solid helium in the follow- 
ing chapters. 
+ ++ We shall write for short Q , x as the 
elastically defined quantities of the next chap 
ter instead of d, , xD mused there. 
+ We may write d instead of 1A., in this ca 
We shall not develop the more general formulae with 
out the isotropic assumption (i.e. with separate 
limits X. to each branch) since the present 
approximation will be shown in chapter 7 to give 
perfectly adequate results. In the usual manner 
the free energy (3.2) of the system of oscillators 
.becomes 
X ^iR.Ti 511 
x3 
0 
= q Q.T ) + (2- 





O C5 -- 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
is then well -known to be 
S 4-Q1)(19 
the internal energy is 




the specific heat at constant volume is 
Lx ) (3.28) 
PLx) being Planck's function 
x 
X 
e --- t 
The remaining terms containing the ratio 16, 
can also be handled with the Debye integral. "or 
a lattice we should write the wave- vector index 
(3.29) 
4, as 0:-) , where L..7 = (.4) l..y1..,s' is a 
point of reciprocal space as will be defined in 
chapter 4, and denotes the branch of the lactic 
spectrum -- we are interested here in the three 
acoustic branches 1-z. t 2.1 3 . By the formula 
(2.10) of the preceding chapter we may write 
(3.30 ) 
for each branch of the spectrum ( I fixed) 4 
is a function of `..) . We may define a corres- 
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those points (:J ) of reciprocal space for which 
the corresponding frequencies+ wlr) lie 
within the range w -.j 4 +.34- 7 . Reckonin 
now the density of frequencies in each branch 
according to the isotropic Debye continuum (3.23), 
we can replace any of the quantities 
¿ i"+71f( 
in (3.20) - (3.22) by 
integrals &fki r L 
defining an average() 71:3) over the three 
branches, we have finally 
x 
Q 
> 3 f7c.1) 
0 
(3.32) 
Of course the integration of (3.31) is in practic 
formidable, and it will not be discussed further 
+ We expect that the symmetry of the lattice, 
appearing now through the fourth degree terms of 
the potential, will make various parts of each 
reciprocal lattice cell (see chapter 4) equivalen 
in the frequencies 4.3C) they define, just as 
does through the quadratic terms for the wj 
3.18 
here; it will be found in the application to soli 
helium that the f corresponding to the linear 
chain example of chapter 5 can be used as an 
approximation with very reasonable results. This 
linear chain f is in fact constant along the 
spectrum, 4, and f(1) reducing to the same 
thing. 
It should be noticed that f(w) is also a 
function of the volume, -fcto,V) . At each 
volume, the old and new frequencies will be 
functions of CO as indicated schematically 
in fig. 3.1: 
frequency t 
W 
at volume V2 
a t volume VI 
Fig. 3.1: Relation of old and new lattice 
frequencies. 
It is clear that the same Ge3 does not define, at 
different volumes, the f corresponding to the 
same set of points Lk) of the spectrum; moreove, 
the f at any one point (g) is itself a 
function of volume. Both these dependences are 
covered by writing i.J , V as independent 
variables. Moreover, in making the argument of 
Debye's integral , we should write 
, with three independent variable 
to preserve f as a function of t) and V 
alone. Strictly speaking, is a function o 
T as well as of w and Si (quite apart 
from the 
3 
), since the el L) of (3.30.) is 
the thermal energy; w)c4') is also a function of 
for the same reason. We will in chapter 5 
develope the solution of Gods) , .fie at low 
temperatures and in the presence of large zero 
energy and show that this temperature dependence is 
unimportant. In any case, the Debye integrals are 
formed with the temperature as a constant paramete 
Of the terms 2L. L in (3.20 -22) we wil 
consider only that arising in the specific heat 
formula -- the others can be treated in just the 
same way. We have 
_ L ' (i) (3.33) 
4- T /v. w ) t, 
where 
3.19 
(R í1) _ Pci) `fci) 
_ GG) 
32 
the well -known Einstein specific heat function, and 
a dash denotes the derivative with respect to the 
full argument of a function. Applying the Debye 
integral (3.32) we get 
(3.34 
61-43- lx)\r, T 5 X --. - ) i?.x) 
We will suppose that the last term can be neglected 
as a result of assuming that the ratio f does 
not vary very greatly along any one branch of the 
spectrum; as mentioned above, in the linear chain 
example f is constant, so 
that this assumption 
is not unreasonable. The L - -- term in 





by (3.34) and (3.28). 
Returning to the formula 
(3.28), we find 
since 
(3.22), and using 
1 
c 
Ye ) __ 
= - \ ` X DLs) -- 3x r us) 
9P t 
__ x 
easy to show that 
; from (3.26) it is 
I 




C l% -- 
A 
lx ) (3.37) 




Similar formulae could be derived for the other 
thermodynamical functions, but they will not be 
needed in what follows. 
The arguments of the function f should be 
understood to be WD , the maximum Debye 
frequency, and V : this might be approximated 
by t. , the maximum lattice frequency, it- 
self a function of V' (no other V -dependence 
then arises since we stick to the end of the 
spectrum), and we should expect to have 
o 
(3.39) 
this is just the form of the constant 4,v (for 
each volume) in the linear chain example of 
chapter 5. 
CHAPTER 4: ELASTIC THEORY. 
4a: The Atomic Theory of Elasticity. 
In order to discuss the elastic properties of 
a lattice we have to set up a continuum which will 
be equivalent to it and defined in atomistic terms. 
The usual procedure takes the lattice energy 
. 
as providing a strain -energy- function, of which 
the quadratic coefficients determine thp elastic 
constants: this has been given its most general 
presentation by Born (1923, 1940) . On the other 
hand, these constants appear as coefficients in 
the linear elastic wave equations, which are of 
well -known form, and a comparison with the (linear) 
equations of long acoustic lattice waves yields 
atomistic expressions for them: this has been 
set out by Born and Begbie (1947). 
Huang (1950) has examined the assumptions on 
which the latter method is based, and shown that 
any initial stresses must be taken to vanish be- 
fore the ordinary elastic constants can be defined 
-- more will be said of this in 4b, where also the 
effect of initial stresses on the former method 
will be mentioned. He has also given in full the 
atomistic definitions when the lattice waves depend( 
+ We assume here the reference configuration to 
be a regular lattice and write m instead of 
LC for the potential energy of displacement. 
4.2 
on the quadratic terms in the general potential 
function, C ; in the helium case they do not 
so that these definitions will not concern us 
further. 
The two methods outlined above (zero initial 
stresses) are in agreement only so long as 
forms the basis for each. Classically, at 15=-0K, 
the lattice can be regarded as a static configur- 
ation from which deformations are governed by the 
potential energy alone, and at other temperatures 
the long thermal vibrations have the character of 
elastic waves deforming a static 4?-continuum: 
the agreement then follows. But at 7 >0 4. the 
system is a thermodynamical one to which the 
internal energy or free energy " ,_a. is more 
appropriate than > ; if the strain- energy- 
density is based on either of these, while the 
lattice waves remain as usual defined through 
the two methods will not agree. Quantum mechanic- 
ally, even at T. O °IC, zero vibrations persist 
(of energy , say) , and we can never adequately 
picture the solid as a static -continuum. At 
171=-0°L we should expect the appropriate energy 
density to be 1+ eLo , and at other temperatures 
E¿, or as above; elastic definitions based 
4.3 
on these strain- energy -functions will always show 
some disagreement from those got by comparison with 
the usual lattice waves. Now even the longest 
lattice waves have frequencies ^' (O4O QA,¿ which 
ensure that the deformations they cause are adiabat- 
ic, so that we should expect to provide the 
strain -energy -density relative to elastic wave 
motion; on the other hand, T would be appropriate 
to static thermodynamical elasticity -- isothezmal 
compression, stability against shearing stress etc. 
-- as considered by :porn (1939, 1940). In the 
Debye theory the velocity of elastic waves is need- 
ed in order to set up an approximation to the 
lattice spectrum, so that such a velocity should be 
adiabatically defined. 
Normally the discrepancies between the static 
and thermodynamic definitions will be small, since 
in the expressions 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
the terms in L and IT provide small cor- 
rections; can then be used to provide a 
strain -energy function with sufficient accuracy, 
and in agreement with the lattice waves. There 
will, of course, still be a temperature dependence 
of the elastic constants arising through the expan 
sion of the lattice parameters appearing in 
At low temperatures, even when Go is large, th 
thermal terms drop out, and the adiabatic and iso- 
thermal thermodynamic definitions coincide.+ 
The quoted above is not small for 
helium -- for which pis on the whole larger 
(numerically) than, ; but then a new definitio 
of lattice waves is in any case required, since th 
equations governing them are non- linear (large 
vibrations), and in fact the comparison of linear 
wave equations breaks down -- instead, we must 
compare directly the distributions of frequency wih 
4.4 
wave- number, or the velocities of long waves, in t 
two cases. The essential point quantum mechanic- 
ally is that we can not treat one wave as existing 
separately from the rest. This makes the frequenci 
of the long acoustic lattice waves dependent on 
+ For example, in 
volume and (O0 
isothermal compre 
practically equal 
solid helium at IC: molar 
, the ratio of adiabatic to 





those of the essentially coexisting shorter waves, 
since the energy (and so frequency) of these long 
waves has to do with periodic compressions of an 
elastic nature in which the short waves will be 
deformed, and their frequencies and energies alter- 
ed in consequence. (it makes no difference that the 
long waves are (thermally) classical in character). 
The effect would be noticeable only in such a case 
as that of helium, and the new definition of 
lattice frequencies (chapter 2) suggests there just 
such a relationship. Hut it should also be remark- 
ed that the new definition really defines only 
virtual harmonic lattice waves, the real atomic 
vibrations being of the fourth degree. It may not 
be the case that the long acoustic virtual waves 
are identical with the harmonic adiabatic elastic 
waves, macroscopically defined: neither really 
exist in a physical sense. For helium, even at the 
smallest experimental molar volumes to be considered 
( v¡O ) , the virtual frequency spectrum does not 
correspond with the harmonic spectrum as ordinarily 
defined (see chapter 6), and the linear -chain 
example (chapter 5) based on helium data does not 
show a close agreement between the adiabatic elasti? 
velocity and the limiting velocity of the virtual 
lattice waves, On the other hand, both types of 
4.5a 
wave do now depend properly on the large zero - 
energy ZD , and are to be distinguished 
from waves defined through 1 . The 
Debye approximation in this case is needed in 
reference to the virtual harmonic lattice spectrum: 
the "elastic" velocity which specifies it ought 
perhaps to be chosen as the limiting velocity of 
this spectrum -- however, Domb's results 
(section 4d), and the numerical approximation 
made in chapter 7, appear to favour the velocity 
defined elastically through the adiabatic strain - 
energy 
4b: Initial Stresses. 
The ordinary procedures and definitions of 
elasticity theory all refer to a medium which under 
goes small deformations from an initial state of 
zero stresses. On the other hand, solid helium 
exists only under considerable pressure (ry 100 
4.6 
atmospheres at melting near 0 °K) so that we are 
forced to consider any equivalent continuum as 
under initial stress, and to introduce the isotrop- 
ic pressure () into the thermodynamical discuss- 
ion. It may be that the total strain from an 
imagined initial state+ of zero stresses could be 
regarded as small enough to allow the usual for- 
mulae to be applied to the total energy of deform- 
ation, total stresses, etc., but this is of no 
help, since the quantities of interest experiment- 
ally are the additional stresses and strain -energy, 
and even linear stress -strain relations are no 
longer expressible in the usual symmetrical form 
for these additional quantities; the usual results 
require the initial stresses to be negligible com- 
pared with the additional ones, which is not the 
case here. 
As mentioned above, Huang (1950) has consider- 
ed the definitions of elastic properties under 
initial stresses. It is clear that, parallel to 
the usual one, a theory concerning the additional 
displacements from a stressed equilibrium state can 
be set up, and the variational procedure used for 
obtaining equations of motion. The additional 
+ Defined, say, by extrapolatipn, using the 
measured compressibility per 100 atmos. 
for solid He. 
4.7 
strain -energy- density depends on the total stresses, 
and Huang has found that it cannot be expressed 
merely in terms of the symmetrical additional strain. 
components Q ; he uses as variables the Ito 








from which by the variational procedure 
(4.5) 
= L , S (%.k., 
a 
°c,x áxec , ' (4.6) 




the expression of initial equilibrium +. The Sx( 
are thus the initial stresses, and these linear 
l_ 
(4.7) 
+ When 'W is reckoned from a lattice energy 
it is obtained per lattice cell, all cells 
being equivalent under a homogeneous deformation. 
The coefficients S , s, 9Ok are then 
constant lattice quantities? independent of 
position x , and (4.7) again follows. 
4.8 
equations (4.6) can be used in correspondence with 
the linear adaptation method in the lattice theory. 
By applying the postulate of rotational invar- 
iance to the energy (4.4) Huang derives the 
symmetry conditions 
et-S (q A (s11g (4.8) 
the first of these is to be expected; the last 
differs from the usual 
(4.9) 
the G,__being the ordinary elastic constants of the 
unstressed medium, and even in the case of iso- 
tropic pressure alone, Sd= J , say, there 
remains one case in which (4.8) differs from (4.9): 
fi aL 4 X 
Under (4.10) the energy (4.4) becomes 
(4.10) 
>3 ° ° áßs °ts.,Ó zsb -y 
.11) 
and this form must necessarily be used for solid 
helium. There is an apparent contradiction between 
such a formula and the symmetrical covariant 
formula introduced by Born (1942) on the basis of 
4.9 
a homogeneous deformation of the cell vectors ad 
of a lattice under possible stresses: this will 
be investigated elsewhere, since we will need to 
consider in detail only the trivial example of a 
linear chain. The strain energy (4.4) ought also 
to be invariant under any linear transformation 
L 4.fß)--- )ec`f11 J corresponding to a symmetry 
operation allowed by the lattice to which the 
continuum is equivalent. We will use the approx- 
imation of isotropy, for which the usual symmetry 
simplifications, as applied to the determination 
of the velocities of plane elastic waves quoted 
below, may be assumed to apply. 
These velocities L40 are the three roots 
of the linear wave equations which follow immed- 




they obviously depend on the direction of the 
wave - vector (1) , but not in its magnitude (4) 
Again, in general, the lattice symmetry must be 
considered in relation to these equations, but 
for the isotropic case we may continue to express 
the single velocity (C.) by the usual formula 
(see, for example, Born (1923)) 
3 
being the density and k. r the compressib- 
ility and Poisson's ratio; , is defined by 
t -}- 6" ? 
3L-1) 
'i a (4-6- 3'2, 
3 i 
and the evaluation of LIT' must in the present 
application be made in the presence of a non - 
vanishing isotropic pressure V) . 
According to 4a, in making a comparison with 
lattice waves we should define the continuum in 
reference to its adiabatic wave motion so that 
1: d- are to be derived from an additional strain 
energy function ,.VO4 based on the internal ener 
gr . We then have 
where 
*).v 'aVZ t 
sg 
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The density 14) is 
NJ 
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, where Pik is the molar 
4.10 
4.11 
mass, and V='4 +; thus the isotropic velocity 
is given by 
frk 
where the influence of the pressure is clearly sho n. 
The general question of elasticity under 
stresses will not be pursued further here, since 
in the Debye approximation which follows only the 
elastic velocities Gj , now known to exist as the 
roots of (412,), will be required -- and in fact 
only the isotropic approximation to them. 
4c: The Debye Approximation. 
We need to apply the Debye approximation to 
the new lattice frequency distribution: to illus- 
trate the effect of the non -linear theory, and of 
initial stresses, and to bring together all the 
relevant formulae, we will develop the well -known 
procedure briefly in this section. 
+ For the three types of cubic lattice we may 
write 3 
with GL, defined (see chapter 6) as the neare t 
neighbour distance,4 has the values 
simple cubic 0: 
body-centred cubic 4 
face- centred cubic 
4.12 
The purpose of the approximation is to replat 
the complex spectrum of lattice frequencies by the 
simple distribution corresponding to the modes of 
vibration of an elastic medium. These can be 
represented by plane waves of wave normal LI and 
velocities C 
`,t 10,, f , functions of the 
direction of 1 but not of its magnitude; the 
remarks of 4b show that such waves and wave - 
velocities also exist under initial stresses, as 
in the helium case. 
The permissible wave- vectors of a continuum 
are determined by the size and shape of the speci- 
men and its boundary conditions. It is well known 
that for a large solid the actual boundary condit- 
ions have little effect on the distribution of 
possible modes of vibration, and that a cyclic 
condition will do instead. If a parallelopiped of 
edges Nr, at. k , and volume \1:::(4,11,..4) lS1/43c ontains a 
pattern of disturbances which is to be repeated on 
all sides, it is readily shown+ that only those 
running waves are permitted for which L.f is some 
point of a "cyclic mesh" in the reciprocal l -space 
defined by the vectors ßI _ ___ . The 
+ In matrix notation, must be such t at 
j , where the com onents of are 
anyv inttegers, and the S Á 4 are the columns of 
2 Zhen clearly 1 . 
volume of a mesh cell is then so that V 
is the of permitted wave- vectors; we 
suppose y to be large enough that to any element 
of the reciprocal space there correspond 
vJAA) such vectors. For each of the three veloc- 








ì cy i ¡: (3 , (4.49 
LS being the modulus of , and Sa. an element- 
ary solid angle in the Y -space. The relations 
(4-1S ) , (4.9) extend to the whole of the elast- 
ic spectrum, the wave number 4 being as large as 
we please, and the assumption of the elementary 
density VAAJ enables sums over the proper frequen- 
cies to be replaced by integrals over the reciprocal 
space. 
In practice the continuum is to correspond to 
an actual lattice having a unit cell of sides 
04 , at , 0. and volume Q , say, and the 
cyclic condition is to be applied to a block of, 
say, N cells so that 1/4= ¡, , v= m ® 
If plane lattice waves can also be chosen to satisfy 
4.14 
the cyclic conditions their wave -vectors must be 
determined just as for the continuum above, except 
that now the periodicity of the medium implies that 
all distinct modal frequencies can be obtained by 
restricting 
L4 
to one cell of the "reciprocal 
lattice ", defined by the vectors 6, _ ?3 
or an equivalent region. There are clearly N cell 
of the cyclic mesh in each reciprocal lattice cell 
and so N distinct permissible Li -values corres- 
ponding to the volume V 
J 
to each belong LS 
frequencies when there are $ atoms in the basis 
of the lattice, so accounting for the full 1,4i 
degrees of freedom of the N particles considered. 
The possibility of obtaining cyclic plane waves 
as a solution of the lattice equations of motion is 
ordinarily shown by reference to their linear form 
and periodic coefficients, dependent on the quad- 
ratic terms in (e.g. Born (1923)). The part- s 
ition properties of the lattice frequency distrib- 
ution are also established in this way. For the 
non -linear helium solution we have defined in 
chapter 2 the transformation from the atomic co- 
ordinates Lx, to the "normal" coordinates (4) in 
exactly the fashion which corresponds to solving 
the linear part of the equations of motion, using 
only the quadratic terms of and so exactly 
the usual wave form for this transformation will 
still hold good. The only difference lies in the 
energy that is associated with the new coordinates 
L 
-- the possibly negative w° of the ordinary 
2 
theory being replaced by positive w obtaine 
by means of the adaptation method. Further, we can 
Z °t 
suppose an (J to correspond to each 4J , so 
that the -distribution falls into the same 
o 
branches as that of the usual w . Lattice fre- 
quencies, cyclic conditions, and the Debye approx- 
imation, can thus be used for the new helium 
spectrum in the ordinary fashion. 
Near the long -wave limit of the three acoustic 
branches of the lattice spectrum (they constitute 
the whole of it for a simple lattice, which is all 
that will be considered hereafter) we have the 
relations 
_Cc 1 (,z,3 (4.) 
similar to (4.1q), with the C. functions of the 
direction of `- alone. The Debye approximation 
extends these relations to the whole of the acousti 
branches, by analogy with (4.?), at the same time 
replacing sums over the proper frequencies by 




This statement constitutes an (adiabatic) wave - 
definition of the equivalent continuum; more 
generally, we might define it from the energy den- 
sity G according to the discussion of 4a, poss- 
ibly with a different result in the helium case: 
which form of elastic definition is most useful in 
thermodynamical and other applications remains to 
be seen. Writing y1= c4 1 6- -,t)3, for the whole 
acoustic spectrum, then, where the G1 are some 
suitable "elastic velocities, we have 
lrdA,ki at $ 1 =I 
3 
NbL -vac - L _ > ì =r 4 
the integrand being some function of `t) . A well 
known procedure (e.g. Born, 1923) approximates the 
reciprocal lattice cell over which each rdl1ni is to 
be taken by a sphere of radiusA , con- 
taining the same number of degrees of freedom, so 
that the three integrals run from (y )- where 
i).= C: -a . Any further simplification then 
depends on the spatial symmetry of the lattice 
under consideration. 
The helium lattice is generally supposed to be 
of the close- packed hexagonal structure; for 
(4. ó-f ) 
4.17 
thermodynamical purposes the close- packed cubic 
structure is a good approximation to this. The 
further approximation to isotropic symmetry does 
not make a great deal of difference in determining 
the elastic velocities cJ (for example, S have 
the same forni in terms of the elastic constants 
Gu)G1L for isotropy or for cubic symmetry), it 
provides a ready means of making the necessary cal- 
culations, and only the isotropic model will be 
considered hereafter. The velocities Gì are then 
independent of 4 (or Jt2.). Defining an average 
velocity C and an average upper limit VD in 
the usual way (e.g. Born, 1923), we have Debye's 
form (4. 2-1 ) , 
where 
41, 









. 3- (-13, 
The upper limit is usually written in terms of the 
characteristic temperature (9b defined by 
4.18 
this will appear in the next section as "the 
constant Debye parameter" characteristic of a 
given substance. The Debye frequency, t) , is of 
course of the same order as the maximum lattice 
frequency , 111 . 
It remains to fix the velocities C- which 
appear as the parameters in the general Debye 
approximation (or the `,V0) , or 690Jd which are 
equivalent to them) -- as mentioned above, this is 
the problem of defining a continuum atomistically) 
in the form relevant to a thermodynamical dis- 
cussion. For the most used isotropic case, the 
single average velocity c, (or Vp, or &p ) must 
be determined; in the following we shall approx- 
imate to it by using the velocity of elastic waves 
in the linear chain as considered in the next chap- 
ter: this appears to give reasonable numerical 
results in the helium application. 
4d: Discussion of Domb's Formula for ® . 
The specific heat at constant volume is given 
in Debye's isotropic approximation by the formula 
C C50 = 3144DCTI,)-11'40))(4-as) 
where 0 is Debye's function 
4.19 
and _o is Planck's function, defined in chapter 
3. It is well known that the discrepancy between 
the Debye spectrum and the actual lattice spectrum 
is in most cases reflected by the failure of this 
formula over a range of temperature at any one 
volume, ©D being kept fixed according to its 
definition in the previous section, and it has be- 
come customary to define a variable Debye para- 
meter, (y , chosen so as to restore the agreement 
between ( 4 1xs ) and the experimental results. 
The variation of .T with T at constant volume 
does not, of course, represent any real variation 
in the elastic properties of the lattice; when 
these are exactly defined through E. or 1 
rather than o5 , there will be such a variation, 
and © will vary accordingly, but this is a very 
slight effect and quite distinct from the empirical 
changes in ß-r . In practice, even the latter are 
relatively small, being only some 10% of the value 
of , and in the case of solid helium this is 
not of much account compared to the possible change 
in G with volume, say along the melting curve. 
It will be found in Chapter 7 that our non -linear 
theory can allow, at each volume, an average value 
of ©,- to be chosen -- though not by the formula 
(4..Ç) -- which gives a close estimate of specific 
4.20 
heats over practically the whole possible range of 
temperature and is in reasonable agreement with 
elastic theory: the distinction between the various 
values of C . and ©D is then not of very great 
importance. 
Domb and Salter (1ß52) have set up a formula for 
the empirical q)T in the case of an ordinary face - 
centred cubic lattice by comparing an expression for 
the specific 'heat (due to Thirring, (lß13,14)) in 
terms of the even moments of the lattice spectrum 
with that in terms of the moments of an isotropic 
Debye spectrum by a perturbation method, assuming 
the quantity --v to be small. They obtain 
l27 
- _ `L k w14,-).-5/}22,'L v ) L go Iy 
(4- 
where I. For the lattice in 
question they evaluate from the matrix of 
coefficients in the usual linear equations of 
motion of the atoms, using assumed force constants 
and next neighbour interactions (not an essential 
restriction), thus expressing everything in terms 
+ s 
of ; in particular, it follows that 
ca, 
z r 1[Z t4A L4- .1-1) 
+ The derivatives of , refer, of course, to 
the reference configuration. 
4.21 
where again is the molar mass, a the cubic 
lattice constant, and denotes . They also 
calculate the zero -point energy Co from the first 
odd moment of the spectrum and find that the 
equation 
ß rz Ts: ^z 
O 
3 
is well satisfied. 






in Domb's notation, and this is exactly proportion- 
al to the usual elastic definition of ®b consid- 
ered in the preceding section: (4.13), (4 -. *), 
together with the relations for the isotropic vel- 
ocity C given in 4b, imply 
C, La) 
b L`j° .Z N (4e3Ò) 
when it is remembered that the discussion here 
concerns an ordinary unstressed lattice L P .=-o) 
with its elastic properties based on -- i.e., 
such that the vibrational part of the energy £ , in 
4.22 
1PL. 4¿r, .-F f-r 
can be neglected. Since A is proportional to a 
the factors in ,, are independent of Q, ; we may 
also assume the factor )QS) to be practically 
constant: the behaviour of b is then governed 
st 
by the quantity 13-:'9/(A in the same way as 
that of ( . The formula (4.:0?) for the zero - 
point energy, in terms of the limiting value of al., 
is thus equivalent to the Debye formula 
= R , 
derived from the (constant) one- parameter theory, 
and may be expected to show the right variation 
with volume; absolute values may depend on the 
adjustment of numerical constants and are not of 
much importance. 
A more interesting case of relative variation 
with volume is that of solid helium, and in a 
further paper Domb (1952) has remarked that form- 
ulae based on `ia) may then break down 
completely, since at molar volumes " 15 cc 
t 
or more (see chapter 6) L (a) becomes negative. 
He proposes to use a quantity like the &00 above, 
but with replaced by t+ -- just the pro- 
cedure discussed in 4a to take account of a 
4.23 
relatively large zero energy. The definition 
(~ ?) of the limiting dT then becomes 
I rr r 
90 -T 3 riA 
and Domb has found that this result can be used 
successfully well beyond the volume mentioned above. 
It is obvious that the success of this formul 
lies in the fact that it is an approximate definit- 
ion of the elastic 
`"D 
which can be defined for 
solid helium, when we bear in mind the fact that 
the differences between the various empirical .TS 
and R.b is of no importance compared, in this 
case in particular, with their common dependence on 
volume. Using the full adiabatic formulae+ for the 
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( 4'33 ) 
Dombes formula omits the ?Cc term, the pressure 
Z 
term, and the thermal term T . These omiss- 
ions are not, in fact, very important: the first 
has been mentioned above, and is anyway unavoidable 
+ The alternative choice of the limiting 
lattice velocity may, in fact, give much 
the same volume -dependence for °c ; in any 
case the new frequencies lie outside the 
scope of Domb's work. 
4.24 
for solid helium, where the elastic constants are 
not known, and the pressure term and the thermal term 
together can be shown to give corrections of only 
n 
ó some 10 compared with L 4- ¿o . 
It is equally clear that the method of deriv- 
ing : 4.;g1 ) as a limiting case of the .9-1- got 
by the perturbation procedure (4..16) can no longer 
be used to obtain (-{-.1a.,) , and it would be better 
not to regard the latter as a limiting GT at all:! 
rather, with a suitable choice of numerical 
factors, it is the elastically defined t of 
(4.33) itself. The melting temperature of solid 
'helium at the experimental molar volumes considered 
in chapter 7 is ti 10° K , whereas 4"yw., ., foo°4:., 
1)4 is then not a small fraction, and the T 
perturbation procedure will not converge satis- 
factorily. Moreover, the (absolute) moments of the 
frequency spectrum 1r , which depend on the 
z 
'actual values of the lattice frequencies +.I) , 
4 
are no longer given by the matrix of quadratic 
terms (which determines 4)1' ) in the now non- 
inear equations of motion, and the usual force 
constants are not sufficient (nor are any known for 
elium); nor can any numerical confirmation of 
4,q ) now be made from the ordinary formulae for 
4.25 
I1 
and As mentioned above, although an 
empirical &-- can still be calculated directly 
from (4-15) and the experimental specific heats, it 
is not the relevant c-r. which our non -linear theory 
would propose to account for these experiments and 
which has an absolute connection with the elastic 
appropriate to that theory: this difference 
is to be seen in the formulae of chapter 3, and is 
made plain numerically in chapter 7; it also 
follows from the non -linear theory that the express- 
ion for Eo differs somewhat from the usual 1/4.. +.2V 
and we may write, by (;.-f), 
_ + 
a) 




In practice, for the threedimensional helium 
1 
lattice, the zero energy io is not known, and Domb 
o it 




Q ddLa) , based on ( 4 ) ; in 
he elastic formula (433) we should have to do the 
ame, except that now the volume dependence of the 
actor ÿi-.))¡;/ in (4-14.) ought to be taken 
nto account -- however, it is to be expected that 
I/ 
he expression i 5®0) will account 
t 
or the main part of Ede) The result of this 
1/ 
god approximation is to turn (4-W or (4 3g ) 
4.26 
into a differential equation in 
n1( 




a relation which must be approximately satisfied 
if the Debye theory is to be used consistently in 
various thermodynamical functions. Domb has taken 
the values of L9T calculated along the melting 
curve from recent specific heat measurements of 
Dugdale and Simon (- ). by the formula (4.1;:), 
IJ 
derived values of &(a) from them, and shown 
that these quantities can be made to satisfy 
(4W) fairly closely over the whole range of 
molar volume from 10 cc to 20 cc; some numerical 
considerations of (435) will also be made in 
chapter 7. 
If the zero energy could be worked out inde- 
pendently, or if ©.b(a) were known separately -- 
say from the variation of Gruneisen's expansion 
coefficient+ )( , then k 3S) could properly be 
+ This is defined as 
the latter for a cubic lattice. In the usual 
theory it is connected with the coefficient of 
volume expansion VC.by the formula 
= ;-AN 
in the present case in which the vibrations are 
essentially non -linear this connection should be 
investigated further. It has in fact been verif- 
ied empirically by Dugdale (1952), and can also 
be shown empirically according to our non- linear 
theory -- see chapter 7. 
4.27 
used as an equation to determine &I) . In chapter 
7 we will estimate differently, by approximates 
ing to the isotropic velocity in the definitions 
(4-11) and (1-'4) by the velocity in the linear 
chain (see chapters 5 and 6). 
ti 
Domb's approximation to to in (4'35) 
obscures the necessity for a new definition of 
lattice frequencies in the helium case, though this 
necessity is of course implied by his consideration 
of the lattice beyond the inflexion pointer) =p. 
Indeed, so long as E0 itself does not have to be 
worked out there need not be any vibrational motion 
at all (e.g. the free -particle model of Zondon 
(e /W could be used); an empirical Debye approx- 
imation could always be set up. The non -linear 
theory shows that there is no need to discard the 
vibrational picture and provides exact expressions 
for the constants and parameters involved in the 
preceding discussion. 
CHAPTER 5 THE LINEAR CHAIN. 
5a: The Potential Function in the Linear Chain. 
In the following sections we will consider the 
example of a linear, monatomic chain+ such as was 
studied by Born and Von Kármán (1912). 
The atoms will be assumed to interact with 
central forces, and potential 
kg..- xe l ) (si) 
where X is the coordinate of the L -th atom 
measured along the chain. Usually we will consider 
only next neighbour (n /n) interactions, the exten- 
sion to all neighbours being on the whole obvious; 
the chain potential in the general case would be 
4'ke( 
¢a.( 
and under the n/n restriction, 
(S'3) 
+ There is no need to consider a polyatomic 
linear chain, as we will not consider the 
analogous three -dimensional lattice with a 
basis in any detail, the helium lattice 
being taken as a cubic Bravais lattice of 
the face -centered type; the formulae for 
the polyatomic chain could be written down 
without much difficulty. 
5.2 
The chain may be finite, in which case end 
effects will appear, the atoms being slightly 
further apart (in their reference positions) at the 
ends; or it may be infinite, and normalised to a 
finite length according to the cyclic boundary 
condition (see Chapter 4). The latter model has 
been fully discussed elsewhere (Born 19424,, 
Brillouin 1946, etc.), with particular reference 
to its spectrum of proper frequencies, and will be 
used on most occasions; in it, all positions of 
reference are equally spaced. 
We will consider either (a) a cyclic chain 
with its period covering I. atoms or (b) a finite 
chain of YL. atoms (free ends), and n/n interactions. 
r 




in this way: 
qe _f4., 
where terms with =of i'( are written as for 




means omitting terms with =o -@ . 
(s.4-) 
(Sig 
The various derivatives of 'A, with respect to the 
follow immediately: 
5.3 
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i+ V, .fv 
where the convention is made of writing equal 
suffixes first in the l,,(in lattice sums the 
terms must be grouped properly); it is clear that 
no more than two suffixes can be involved in any 
one term, and that the sign is -% or -- according 
as the second suffix appears an even or odd number 
of times; the arguments of the terms are the 
various 
1 
xcl,-- xQ(, in the reference spacing of 
the general theory. Clearly, these formulae can 
immediately be extended to interactions over 
second, neighbours by writing ,(,- LZ,L Qef 
I I 
4L1 t-i and so on. 
The matrix 
i (Zc 
l has been defined in 26 
L. w J 
as that which transforms the quadratic terms of 
into diagonal representation, with latent 
3 
5.4 
roots W° ; these Q s and satisfy the 
Atv 
secular equations 
u Q Q. ¡, 1 - w. .14 ktj, 
nA, being the common atomic mass. If the reference 
spacing is regular, say 
I x = L- L ct, 
o 
( 6 $ ). 
the Q and are well -known; whenever an 
infinite (cyclic, regular) lattice solution of the 
general theory is proposed only such a regular 
solution of the secular equations (s y) is re- 
quired, and the same is true under the perturbation 
solution of the finite, non -regular case, since the 
Q w appear only in correction terms then; any 
more general solution of a non -regular case will 
not be considered in this work. 
Under (g), the matrix litefor n/n inter- 
actions follows directly from (£, ), in the case 
(a) + +, as 
+ z It is convenient to write the vw, as 
4. here, even though at the volumes con- 
sidered for solid helium they may become neg- 
ative; for ordinary substances and for small 
helium molar volumes, a.sw' is positive and 
frequencies w, exist; for large helium molar 
volumes, real ca° do not exist - and this is 
of course the reason for having a new theory. 
++ We could write 1 here instead of k 
parallel to the general lattice case, but it 
will be more convenient to retain the general 
notation in this working, as mentioned above. 
5.5 
amp 
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which may or may not be real 
above) , and 
(see footnote 





( .fixed) repres- 
enting (for positive s& ) two standing waves with 
constant phase relation and the same amplitude, and 
we may combine them to form two independent, 
opposite running waves of the same frequency (the 
5.6 
exceptions =o , 
u 
are obviously trivial) ; the 
wave numbers cover the reciprocal , -axis uniform- 
ly at intervals of . in the range 0 ? , 
counting doubly, or 0---- - , counting singly 
and in analogy with the general cyclic case (see 
Chapter 4, and Fig. 5.1). 
In the case (b), supposing regularity to the 
ends, as in (6746), 
(3 - 
o p 
with real eit.L , and, , given by 
2 \ 
= Q.c..... (L 1 kr.. -c 





where the maximum frequency is again 
o IL 
(which again may be come imagin ary as above), and 
^ r
Each vectorQ. (.fixed) represents (positive z 
cJ ° ) a standing wave, or can be imagined as the w 
superposition of two non -independent opposite 
running waves; the wave -numbers cover the 
reciprocal . -axis uniformly at intervals of -- 
40%40%, , 
in (say) the range 13'1 (see Fig. g' q ) 






Fig. 5.1 : Frequency distribution in linear chain. 
5.8 
The generalisations of (S.47--I2.) for second., 
neighbour interactions could readily be made, and 
are well -known to give formulae for the frequencies 
of the form 
0 
2 
= b, ° 
where D. 6 4,4 as above 
and is usually positive, whereas 
Lÿ 
are 
generally negative. For most of the subsequent 
work only n/n interactions will be considered. 
5b: Reference Positions in the Linear Chain. 
Under central forces all terms Qe vanish 
which contain more than two distinct suffixes, and 
we may write the first adaptation condition, given 
generally by (a. ( f) , as 








where b44-.. w, with the omission of some terms in 
the finite case (b) ; we may also write this as 
fi ` fu"itle -f2; 
1 
= (f) $ev TIA01: G.S ) * 
(s- 
for C1:4. the cyclic case, and in addition 
for the finite case, from the end -equations. 
We will propose as a nonlinear on of 
the cyclic chain the regular spacing (s'g ), so that 
+ The extension of these formulae to further 
neighbour interactionp can immediately be made 
by writing for 14.t( throughout and intro- 
ducing an extra sum, 2L , for a suitable range 
of values of .r, , - z-fo,'; ;~ . The solution 
corresponding to a regular cyclic chain then 
proceeds just as below, with a result analogous 
to (Cfo ), and the adaptation condition becomes 
an identity. For the finite case, the solution 
is more complicated, since at the ends the 
interactions become progressively more and more 
unbalanced; the result, however, is essentially 
similar to that given. 







independent of C . According to the general 
procedure for the non -linear solution the e are 
o 
to be chosen as the C. , which in this regular 





Of') - -- L icw ; 
in deriving this result we need a property of the 
Wiv (these being the non -linear solutions of the 
second adaptation condition) analogous to that of 
L 
the (. above by which wh,,, _ w , so that 
c, _ l ,,,) )- it will be seen 
in 5c that the regular -chain solutions of the 4.4,, 
have this property. The expression ( cte) is 
independent of , so that (S'ql; /) is identically 
satisfied, 
I La) 4- 
g 
a et) 
La = ca.,.+cta.r.... 
the first adaptation condition thus leads to nothin 
5.10 
5.11 
when a regular chain is proposed as a solution, 
and such a solution is possible; the spacing of 
the chainLa..) must be got from thermodynamical con- 
siderations, using the free energy , and this 
will be done later. 
As an example of the perturbation method of 
solution+ we will consider the finite chain (case(b 
above), supposing third and fourth degree terms in 
It to be small. The zero -order solution of (Ste 
is 
f 
# it --I. t.t-t o (S. IS 
o O 
so that the reference spacing is then . xe _ ct, 
say, corresponding to the minimum position of the 
potential 
lb 
. In the third -degree correction 
term of (Sre) must appear the zero order solutions 
of the ez, , "1, (see the perturbation procedure iil 
o o 
5c) which are, in fact, the a ,.."1. ; they 
are to be taken for the regular spacing of (5($ ), 
since the perturbation procedure proceeds for the 
two adaptation conditions simultaneously, and so 
are given by (1), with Of written for O. . 
Putting these various quantities into the right - 
hand -side of (g-(5), we have 
+ See discussion of -b . 
-L1)1/41 (c.9 = I 1tiat4140 
`°' w ' ÿ ̀ ,w 
(s/9) 
which remains dependent on L ; thus the first 
order solution of (St ') is 
1 - (- k _ - ` o // \1 e ^ i `' , L`..~1.J "APk, 
fv) 
( 62.0) 
which is positive (from the shape of the usual +EA) 
curve) . 
The solutions (6-05), (S.1o) illustrate the 
difference outlined in the introduction between 
this adaptation approach and earlier theories: 
(S(g) fixes the xg in those minimum positions 
hitherto used in defining a lattice, while (4%10), 
arising from the third degree terms of `k , takes 
( i account of thermal expansion (through the \, = ,q, ) 
as well as expressing the finite boundary effects. 
We can simplify (S.,p) under the assumption that 









i°> Z ( 
5.13 
for largest, ; the effect of the last factor is 
slight, the ratios of successive spacings from 
either end to that in the interior being as 
1.05 : 1.01 : 1.0001 , so that there is 
negligible inaccuracy in replacing the finite 
boundaries by the regular, cyclic condition; this 
will remain fairly true at higher temperatures -- 
the more so the smaller the thermal effects are in 
comparison with zero vibrations (always subject to 
the conditions of the perturbation solution, of 
course). The interior spacing is given by 
CIDZ.4 11 
. . 
lm) f 4 cta, °) 
which will be found below to agree with the perturb- 
ation solution of the minimum free energy condition 
proposed above to define ct. in the cyclic case, 
again confirming this cyclic approximation. 
5c: Vibrations in the Linear Chain. 
Again, under central forces, we may write the 
various Cgr_ in terms of two indices, and the 
second adaptation condition, given generally by 
(c1-135, becomes 
k. r -, éQ U54,e,!i...' Qer 
5.14 
/ 
nee ae' ¢wee k + UeaQ¢r Q' ¢r,eac. + xei ea4, - ! etr4 !) ¢¢ 
( t Z.r N¢Qfer cee r (çq.ethj 4-4e,4' e10 
(G.1O 
where is given by (.u('7). For n/n inter- 
actions in the linear chain we have, by (S6 ), 
e 1LL+ ha,et, -)Ak,tf).2e4,4a 
+ (tit LCtr -1Lf..eQte t..' -t- t+., 
where the sign 2.. means adding the following terms 
- 
taken firstly with t+-( throughout secondly with 
Q. -1 throughout, and with the omission 
of some terms in the finite case (b) +. 
+ The extension to more distant interactions is 
again made simply by inserting an extra sum- 
mation, L , and writing - in place of 
ti 
e 
We again propose as a non -linear solution of 







independent of e . The C once more are to be 
o 
chosen as the et4,, , with the values of (640), 
this being the regular case (a), and the non - 
diagonal equations ( 4. ) in (5'l -) drop out of 
consideration+ . The diagonal equations now become 
ww _ 49') Q., v f [ + 
. .- 
2- L 
4-ka) , 4' Oitt#t1 -aAic.±,t)e, 




The known values of the e, from (540) lead 
directly to the results 
+ These non -diagonal equations are now 




-E-LA(lai " )lee..,etr,64 4-..1 
(-F 
c 14) 1(4.46.t4: -40&&.? ..? ? 4-tt4b! ekt,' 
and the choice of e.¢,,,,, as Q,, corresponds to 
the assumption that the last [, . -1 is l.S'')- 
approximately constant, irrespective of the 
value of .Q, or of the choice of sign: this 





NCI -., - .. 
.. cx 
_ ; 7 kw" ° 'Y.c.., kKw 
where and are independent of e +; further, 
we have (1,0 
E. etc.. icit.1.4 = Lk% 
e%) 
2° 
2 i , (s 
the last since [Fen is orthogonal. Thus the 
frequency equation becomes 
H+,wm61: = 46- ) 0 -t-a,10 k +CL.kk-- Q1-- G.j l0 
Z- 4 V.A.w 
` w 
i A> %) 
( sZ3) 
which is a direct generalisation of the usual 
o2- 
equation for the ; however, Akand L) depend 
on a summation over all the frequencies ,7-4+. >, 
since in (iS) = 
-2.- L ( E being the 
+ These results are immediately confirmed by 
the equation (S.24 -), since the square bracket 
is now -0/ 
y 
I + 
1t ry) (ci.., et.o,Ccti3, 
1 ...... 
n o 
which is indepéadent k-o fL . `*i", 
++ The first term of (;:17) again confirms the 
values of °used, sincd they are to transfor 
the matrix l,cti¡ -'c orre sponding to this term int 
diagonal form, the latent roots being just 
these 




vibrational energy, zero energy k, plus thermal 
energy -, , of an oscillator of frequency ), 
so that 0;17) is not a simple equation and provides 
the kind of "circular "dependence of lattice vibrat- 
ions on their own total energy surmised in section 
4a ; we have 
4.,... `" ' wJ 
tir J - 
1A.Nti V _W (sZ8) 
It is clear from (542.1) that wo_ t4D4,..1,.., , 
corresponding to the pairs of vectors (&114.4.."i 
given in (g.(0): physically, such a symmetrical 
result for opposite running waves in a regular 
chain is obviously necessary, and the /2,iused 
here prescribe just such waves. The form of (i17 
(S.2$) immediately suggests the solution+ 
I 
( 
analogous to the = w f the usual 
theory (with w° = Lela)) ; we then have the 
equation for L,,, 
+ It is best to define AA, directly, rather 
than its square as in the case of t.14f , L 
which is properly determined through wi° 
(or j' ), since the equation for 44,..,`, 
below is essentially cubic. We may also 
note that the definition still allows a rigid 
translation to correspond with and the 





The total oscillator+ energy GT4 
`' 
falls 
into two parts, of which the zero energy C E. &off, 
is readily evaluated exactly, 
1 (S4 ) 
and the thermal energy el _ -T.., can be approx- 
imated by a Debye integral + +, a 
l 
T o 
where ?Q-) = lx is 
Planck's thermal oscillator energy, and Xb is the 
appropriate upper limit -- see Section 5e. 
Now in chapters 6 and 7the linear chain will be 
needed in numerical applications of the theory to 
solid helium, the chain spacing being taken as the 
n/n distance in the helium lattice; for this 




+ This is the energy of the system of compariso 
oscillators invoked in the adaptation method 
-- cf. that of the non - harmonic chain itself 
as given below in 5d. 
++ The Debye approximation to the zero energy Eo 
is about t s times the exact value, 
wb 0#611 En _o 
using o , which reflects the Jiff: r- 
enie between the Debye and the actual spectr i +. 
x_ cQ 
r 
-%0 fl - L 4'.. I- h. 
+ 
. . 
A numerical integration of Planck's function gives 
the approximate values 
Xa : b 9 a....t' 9 =-- 
t1 
0 
. 60(3 ) 1. 62( 6 ) 1.63(7) 1. 64(1) 1. 6 4 ( 3 ) 
Qt,, 
n 
.32(1) .27(1) .23(4) .27(5) .18(2) 4'1 .13 (7;. 
so that in the case above .T ̀46'te ;,,, f /TiAjt.T 
and the ratio - ti 3 _ 21/21- 
ea .¡ -kw p 
it will never be more than in the cases 
++ 
considered. We may therefore reasonably neglect 
ET in evaluating the energy which appears in 
(53o), and so write this equation, using (47.1(), 
as 
or 
°-- ' gt 471 L"541.4., 3 w 
L cJ 
w .... 4.34,, tti) , -- t -_ O 
Ì6.,v (x33) 
+ In the Oxford experiments (see Chap.7 ), at 
the n/n spacing in the helium lattice 
corresponding to a molar volume of 
the melting temperature is about °t` , so 
that the smallest value of ko ois then .' ; 
at A-40e4 , melting is at about Y k. , and t e 
smallest value of is then -%-a.3 . 
++ The classical equipartition law gives 14.12.1 7, 
about '3 times too big. 
5.19 
a simple cubic equation for the maximum lattice 
frequency l.J,,,, 
The cubic equation (i..1) is an example of the i 
standard form x34 314x i- G _ Q, with 3t+= - 
,..ft,t) _ _ st`°9 p , for which the discriminant ..., lLiÏ;Y- 11 0 is G * 4H3 -L , using 4 
7 
as given above. Over the whole range of the para- 
meter a.. corresponding to n/n distances in solid 
helium at molar volumes from about !Dec upwards 
the discriminant can be shown to be positive 
+ +; 
this implies the existence of one real root only, 
the others being conjugate complex. The equations 
thus provide just the right number of real frequencies 
by which to define the set of stable harmonic oscill- 
ators proposed in the adaptation method, and this is 
5.20 
+ The equation (A-7) extends immediately to 
further neighbour interactions, 
¡r r 
where Á-G I 
Vi`kw) ; assuming 
L / 
as a solution , _ 7 `w`ia,,in analogy to the usu l formu a ( 6.11 ), e would have in- stead of (b10)(,.ß0 
444" s - 11 , w =o (4c) 
his equation for The 64., is not readily solv d, 
even if all the brackets are positive, and 
therefore vanish. 
++ Whenever is 4 (helium molar volumes 
) he discriminant is obviously posit- 
ive; numerical estimates b sed on the most 
probable helium potential c a) down to a =a.° ü, 
tits o ) -A p , at ....10e,c, , show that the dis- 
criminant remains '70 (see Chapter 6). 
true at all helium volumes and probably for any 
other solids to which the theory might be applied; 
their frequencies are given by the formula 40,(.= 
- - iv , where kif.,. now refers to the 
real root of (ßr33 ). When the 4'a) term 
becomes small compared to the '0 term 
(C33) reduces to the usual 
equation w = ww° z , of which there is just the 
one real solution (choosing the + sign, say); 
near this limit the perturbation method (see below) 
provides a continuous transition from c..);,, ° 
to the real solution (,t. the non -linear equation. 
The complex solutions are without any physical 
significance. 
To complete this non -linear lattice solution, 
we may use Cardan's method of solving (5.13), which 
gives by a well -known procedure the real root 
r f 
as ,w I -4- 3 , , t being the two 
(real) roots of the quadratic equation -l -k_.Q 
5.21 
the latter when =- < 
444;. 
?- (C.16) 
, as it will be 
in the helium application. Explicitly, we have 
5.22 
tr 
Near the inflexion point, where TO) 1-"d a and so 
4~0 , w is directly dependent on the fourth 
degree terms w N $it 3g 
1442' 
Numerical calculations will be given in Chapter 
6 
The perturbation method of solving (ß'12 ) 
treats the cf- t) -term as small. For the zero- 
order solution we have 
SS mist - °)C, 
Q- 
1 0 
D- l ! s+ c.frw1 fie etti 
o 
(s1) 
where the spacing is taken as regular and equal to 
0. corresponding to the zero -order solution of 
the position equation ((S), which is to be made 
c 
simultaneously; the be , Q are then just 
those given in (4--(0 ), (r'Z) (both finite and 
cyclic cases are covered if e is suitably chosen) 
since (3(7) is the same as (c.7). The first 
order corrections to both the w , follow 
from Born's general formulae (lq)13); in the 
o 
correction terms the values a , wok,) , ', are to 
be inserted, and simplifications similar to those i 
the work following (6 %2SS) can be made. For example, 
+ For the cyclic chain (5.15) holds identically, 
but the same ce is given by (5.52) below; 
w(10 implies that w° is then reckoned 
at this spacing. 
5.23 




¡¡ / v á +L'-°)'-- Qlew t ,, -e,,F;, - Q ` 1 + 
to (.) l z O o L ) , `tt QrA., , (e) tti,Lt - Q,tf rIQEC 
Q +; 
A) AZ°)l o a (S-40) L,Cf r to /4., Qit 
where the first bracket is just that appearing in 
(5.15"), and the last just that of (S..2.3) except 
0 
that PC is written to show that the argument 
involves the well known frequencies ".'j at Q . 
For the cyclic chain the previous work at once 
gives 
Z `` ) ( ) w.,`w) = LTw} a .á ) r s ., 
i 
+ The corrections Q.. need not be consider- 
ed further. Whether the wave -form is strict- 
ly preserved does not matter -- the object 
of the adaptation method is to compare 
energies with a system of oscillators, 
whatever the effective normal modes of 
vibration to which they correspond may be. 
5.23a. 
and the S -form+ of the frequency distribution 
is preserved; using (CA.g) we have 
°w, y )b C .wwk 1 4- 
1-*Z4t`T ` 441 
) t4 (g) I Z 64-9) 
) 
b 




where v ' is the mean quadratic vibrational 
energy per particle corresponding to the positions 
o a ; the connection between the formulae 
(641-(e42) and the non -linear formula (6%2.7) is 
immediately obvious. 
For the finite chain the simplifications can 
+ The extension to further neighbours for this 
perturbation solution is immediate, in 
contrast to the non -linear case above. It 
is clear that each term 
14w,) cL -4-a) 
of the usual formula (5 13) goes over into 
(.. b L 4w) , 3*^ÿp44 o?) /r6L, + frElat) CA 4 
where (as in (S ) 
0* Z (1)) 
lz° ( 4.t t;Alsig. 
e 
WRINO 
so that the various contributions to the 





not be based on e.;w ° to1 , - , which is no longer true; 
VAL) the thermal expansion term a 
is just the same as before (except for 4-L 
of course), but the fourth degree terms are com- 
plicated to work out, since constant(9) and 
g) 
do not appear; as there is no difficulty 
in principle, the work will not be carried any 
further here. 
Higher approximations should not be made, 
since the terms neglected as small in the general 
theory (see ) would then be of influence; 
the present thermal corrections are adequate to re- 
move the difficulties of an expansion theory out- 
lined in the introduction. 
In the first of a series of papers on lattice 
stability Born (1940) has illustrated how in the 
case of a linear lattice long -wave (elastic) stabilr 
ity implies that all lattice frequencies are "real. 
This depends on the conditions .:0c) , b° < O 
0 
where the b4 are defined in (S.13 ); in terms of 
the perturbation solution, exactly similar arguments 
2 
will apply provided the b,+. defined in (s'4, ) 
satisfy the same inequalities. This seems likely to 
be the case, since the perturbation method is to 
5.25 
provide only small corrections and since it pre- 
serves the form of the frequency distribution: it 
is certainly the case when n/n interactions only 
are considered. The action of further neighbours 
in the non -linear solution is not readily obtained; 
we can do no more than apply the real n/n solution 
r 
to solids under conditions in 
which they are known to be stable, and verify the 
results against observation. 
5d: Thermodynamical Properties of the Linear Chain. 
The general non -linear formulae given in chap-1 
ter 3 for the thermodynamical functions involve the 
ratios 
for the usual quadratic theory quoted above 
(C-4.1.) 
"54. w,° and = , 1 while for the non- 
linear cyclic solution of the n/n linear chain -- 
no more general, nor finite, case will be used any 
further -- we have seen that the ratio "54./(41,, is 
independent of &v (4j)terms cancel). We may 
therefore write 
L 
1 - ~y 
w a,. 
5.26 
and this ratio of maximum frequencies is a function) 
of the spacing (a, ) of the chain alone. When Vit. 
has values close to ou° , at the minimum 4 -=-0 
so that the anharmonic terms in the potential are 
of little influence, f will be a fraction approac - 
ing the value +1 of the usual theory; near the 
inflexion point cr&) = p fis ?-- O , the 
non -linear theory depending directly on the fourth- 
degree terms in the potential, and at any larger 
volumes f becomes more and more negative: the 
extreme value considered using the helium data in 
chapter 6, at a spacing corresponding to ,..%,20 cc/ 
mole, is N -- 7 
The free energy can now be written 
which is to be compared with the usual 
4e4-) reo # to tai -x."141) of the harmonic theory. 
Since the first adaptation condition has been 
identically satisfied in this cyclic chain, we may 
regard (5.4 -h,) as a function of a variable parameter 
Q, , the lattice spacing, and impose the condition 
2y 
o to determine it . The solution of 
ór0., 
this equation can be made by successive approximat- 
ions if we consider the thermal terms as relatively 
small, so that CL is given in zero approximation 
by its value at T = 00 K; we have then to solve 
4,1 f37eo + %=O, 4 
3 
(.47) 
where the argument L. is understood, and 20 is the 
zero energy per oscillator. This approximation is 
now determined through the quantum vibrational 
energy as well as the static potential, in accord- 
ance with the purpose outlined in the introduction; 
it may be contrasted with the zero -order solution 
of the perturbation method given below for the 
case in which 1F ( , 
The energy follows from -4 
E = +00 t (G'48 ) 4 
where C. is the specific heat at constant volume 
corresponding to the set of oscillators of energy 
; this is to be compared with the usual 
. The zero -point energy has the v 
-3 -3 ? `',%, ) ( S 4.3) 
4 r 





and this ratio of maximum frequencies is a function 
of the spacing (Q, ) of the chain alone. When a. 
has values close to á , at the minimum ticn 
so that the anharmonic terms in the potential are 
of little influence, f will be a fraction approac 
ing the value +1 of the usual theory; near the 
inflexion point crLa.) = p , fis p- O , the 
non -linear theory depending directly on the fourth - 
degree terms in the potential, and at any larger 
volumes f becomes more and more negative: the 
extreme value considered using the helium data in 
chapter 6, at a spacing corresponding to ,-%20 cc/ 
mole, is N - 7 
The free energy can now be written 
which is to be compared with the usual 
".4Aa) f-ep # h?l,aer6-.L) of the harmonic theory 
Since the first adaptation condition has been 
identically satisfied in this cyclic chain, we may 
regard (5.4 -(0) as a function of a variable parameter 
Q,, the lattice spacing, and impose the condition 
ay o to determine it . The solution of 
706. 
this equation can be made by successive approximat- 
ions if we consider the thermal terms as relatively 
the minimum condition ó 0 is to be solved, in 
WL, 
this case by successive approximations, to determin 
GL . In zero order this gives 
Ilea!) =0 
the same equation as in the zero -order solution of 
the first adaptation condition for the finite chain 
given in (ß'Iß): in contrast to the non-linear 
o 
case above, this value ar is the usual one 
determined by the static potential alone. The 
first -order correction to 0. 
0 





r-t4 ) )j 1 _..-- J5 ar-r J 
(S.51) 
as is readily shown, EL °3 being the total oscillator 
energy (based on the ot° ). At low temperatures 
eAw Eó9 - n "v*.'nd (&) becomes 
a = - 
'íI' 
0:9 ,, µaá, (S, p f ) Y 
just the same formula as appeared in ( 52D' ) 
of section 5b for the interior of a finite chain. 
The free energy itself can now be expressed 
o 




= .°`°) ÷-T ,Ct°')1 
AhT 
er La ) Lee ) (G.4-6-) 
(1) 
to the second order -- no term in 0. appears 
since it would have the vanishing coefficient, 
.4J O) . The extra term in just replaces 
the vanishing third -degree quantity 11)ßa.°) of 
the general theory. The perturbation formula for 
4 in the case of a finite chain differs only in 
having various aim 
Q 
instead of 4 (see (SAO) 
and this affects the now non -vanishing term T ex 
YY 
t.3) 
alone: the changes in T produced by this involve 
only small energies of displacement at the ends, 
and are negligible in comparison with the size of 
the system. 
5e: Elastic Properties of the Linear Chain. 
For a cyclic elastic chain a procedure 
exactly analogous to that in 4c allows only those 
running waves for which Li is some point of the 
"cyclic mesh" defined by a spacing on the 
reciprocal axis, where L, is the length of the 
specimen, w =met.. Then the density of elastic 
waves is 
cQ r- eQA1/41 = '''`-6 66k) 
'ki now being a line element along the reciprocal 
5.30 
), 
axis. Corresponding to the three -dimensional 
c¿L.3 - IV/ La , 1 being the wave number 
and the solid angle LQ allowing for all direct- 
ions of propagation, we must here take 160= 
since waves may travel to the right or to the left. 
We then have the density 
where C is the elastic velocity and is such that 
GJ = 2,?t.sC The Debye theory would in this case 





and the Debye integrals are now 
t'S 445D 
aQ ... .. . _ rett., . 
ire. 
`'SD o o 
i 
These results have been quoted in 5c above; we 
should note that some care is needed in applying 
these integrals to ensure convergence at the origin 
The definition of the elastic properties of a 
linear lattice now reduces to that of the velocity 
G . This is equivalent to the single elastic 
constant C« (or - in the general notation) 
5.31. 
occurring in the equation for elastic waves, 
(S'eo 
where .p is the linear density , since the 
relation 
G - P ±t Jf 
follows immediately. According to the discussion 
of section 4a we could in this connection define 
the linear compressibility I. adiabatically from 
the energy E. . If t is the tension in the chain 
defined by 
? (S.z) 
we would then have 
5.32 
2k;\ tt ZLE 
(a simpler formula than in the three -dimensional 
case where is involved, v being proportion - 
3 
al to (1. ). Since the thermal effects in helium 
are known to be small at the temperatures with 
a 
which we are concerned (7-,i tO fr) the zero energy 
io could bé used just as well in ( ° ). Thus 





Q o CS' (03) 
6z 4 
the argument et again being understood, and from 
a 4)R 4f"eo i- f eo, 4-44-1).204 
w.. (644) 
this is a particular case of the general equation 
( 7) of chapter 4. The derivatives of d and 
ao can be worked out in terms of those of the 
potential 4&) and the new maximum lattice 
frequency coGx) . 
In the particular case when 
1(49 
O 
fl 3 we have N O and a,.3 f... (see section 5c) 
and the formula (S-b4) can be given explicitly. 
If we define a mean potential energy 
Z 
= "".1. `"1w., 
it can be readily shown that 
L 






- S66) !e J 




The velocity C for this case will be worked out 
numerically in the next chapter with the help of a 
4)-11 Lennard Jones potential; it will be found 
that the final term 4-0 r is about twice as big 
as the sum of the other two ( a) -v O here), whic 
justifies to some extent the remarks made in 4d 
concerning the dependence of l on 7. o 
The alternate procedure of section 4a defines 
the elastic velocity by equating it to the velocity 
of long lattice waves in the cyclic chain. From 
the formula (5.;147) it is clear that 
-?d, 1v 
so that this velocity is given by, say) 
G* 
1A-6t.w 
01, . - p 
t. 




above +; numerical values of G4 will also be 
+ These relations are well -known -- see, 
for example, Born cc Goppert -Mayer (1933 ). 
given in the next chapter. 
We may remark that, with the velocity defined 
as C- , the density of elastic waves given by 
( C.i7) becomes 
= 
-Er c...) 
and the maximum Debye frequency 
again well -known relations (e.g. Blackman, 1935). 
There is no direct analytical equivalence 
between the velocities G , G* defined above: 
any connection they have rests in the properties 
of the potential0.) , and in the next chapter 
they will not be found in close numerical agreement 
This bears out the supposition made in 4a that in 
the non -linear theory the virtual lattice waves 
need not coincide with the waves of elastic theory. 
1 
5.35 
CHAPTER 6: CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE HELIUM LATTICE 
6a: The Helium Lattice. 
The helium lattice is generally supposed to be 
of the close -packed hexagonal type. This is very 
similar to the close -packed (face- centred) cubic 
structure, which has obvious advantages for thermo- 
dynamical calculations -- it is based on one lattic 
parameter only, and the lattice sums are known (see 
Misra, 1940). We will use this cubic lattice 
throughout the present work, and it will be conven- 
ient to define its parameter R. as the n/n 
distance in the lattice. The unit cell (containing 
one atom) then has the volume 
6 I) 
and the cell vectors O,0 have the components 
e 
However, it is better to define the lattice coordin 
ates (e) s Q, ..e 3 along the cubic axes, 
and in terms of a cubic cell of side 
Q 
the t must then be restricted so as to be 
either all even, or one even and two odd. This is 
essentially the scheme proposed by Born (1942), 
and is illustrated in the following figure. 
L -cixis 
3 
2 f- axis 2 
Fig. 6.1: Face- centred cubic structure. 
The lattice vector 
(e) 
(Q) then has the length 
Q 
+ L1L4 C ÿ. 4- 
say, C being defined as the length of the vector 
. The molar volume is given by 
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and with Mr. 6O3 , c (D1-1 --g and n+ to Gw this 
can be written 
3 
= 6' +{ -A.bS 6 e-t . *) 019-) 




V - (6 ) 
N 
at.,c(p ) = 1 33 ! 3 ``,. 
with Ni measured in cc's. 
The mass of a helium atom has the value 
S x(p )* 
and the density of solid helium is given by 
(' 
in molar quantities, this is 
M 
. C.6.6' 
M having the value ' grams. The density has 
been plotted against the molar volume in Fig. 6.3 . 
We will consider the lattice energy on the 
basis of central forces, and write the total potent 
ial+ rather than "IAL0 to indicate that we ar 
+ We shall write Z6 hereafter for the undisplac 
reference configuration (chosen as a lattice), 




speaking of a lattice solution of the general 
theory. If &^Q) is the elementary 
potential as in chapter 5, we at once have 
I 
CV (Se ) 
L5) 
= s4 + ,r Q) 
Two types of interatomic potential have 
been proposed: the Lennard -Jones potential 
q1-7) 
( Mw l2p ! Qp h. 
1 t-~ 
_ . - .a) .a ) 
in which . , tit, are whole numbers 
wh.cAX, ;"viCtG eof 4r.¢ á foot, 
41,42 parameters of energy and length 






exponential repulsion factor 
441, 
4)La) _ -- -- ) Lb1 
in which ° , h , , 1) are constants to be 
determined. Both o1 these have the usual form, as 
shown in Fig. 6.2: 
point d inflection 
minimum point 
Fig. 6. :2: The interatomic potential .. 
A full discussion of the determination of 
from measurements of the second virial 
coefficient of helium gas over a wide range of 
temperature has been given by Yntema and Schneider 
(1950). They find that neither of the usual choices 
w... (o , - r. 
! 
; 4... (o , 4.%.T., VI. for the 
Lennard -Jones potential can be fitted over the 
whole range, whereas the semi- empirical exponential) 
formula can be made to give a good fit. However, 
in order to determine the new frequencies we 
require essentially the second and fourth derivatives 
47(áL) of in the region from the minimum up to and 
just beyond the inflexion point, and a Lennará- 
Jones potential can be chosen to agree with the ex- 
ponential reasonably well in this respect. In the 
table 6.1 have been listed values of the minimum 
parameters Qo , Oi%'o for these two potentials, 
as well as for those suggested by other authors, 
r 
together with values of the derivatives CLa) , 
at various volumes; the calculations 
which give these results will be shown later. 
As a basis for later work we will choose a 
Lennard -Jones potential with parameters 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































Yntema and Schneider give the constants in their 
exponential formula to be 
x t® = t S.x tp 
Lr-, ( Ó ) = 1A-40 
t 
oS = i i90 
--i 0ow. 
the distance Gt, in this case being measured in 
Ingstrom units. 
For the Iennard -Jones potential the total 
lattice energy ( Ìß ) can be written as 
)`A. a ° 
w 
ab) a - "J % S ' > _ 
where a, is the n/n distance, as defined above; 
is Misra's lattice sum 
b`t3 
and the meaning of the constants A , t is clear 






For the particular parameters chosen above we re- 
quire the sums 




and S is simply (á)b then the lattice 
potential can be readily evaluated from the formula 
12') = S 
-1z.bSS51 
some values are given in tables 6.3, 6.4, and- 
IZ 
0 is shown graphically in fig. 1.7 . 
For the exponential potential the total 
lattice energy ( 1O.7 ) becomes 
` 1 0 c`- , , 
0) 
S -Z 1 _,) g 
íO a J , 
6.8 
6.9 
where $6 , g are again Misra's sums, with 
Sg = 0I0C 1 . ° 0 i3 rr 
Starting from any atom as origin, we get for the 
permitted coordinates L0 corresponding to first, 
second, neighbours the values of I shown in 
table 6.2. Now, according to the value of %t 
quoted above, it is clear that ñct 1S` ( a, -.. 3s ) 
so that Ell4L,., tv -- explicit values will be 
given below -- and the factors (2eda) for 
successive neighbours can be readily estimated. 
The first few terms of the lattice sum 
Q 
2: (s, tz , each calculated according 
l -) 
to the corresponding number of atoms, are also 
shown in table 6.2. It is clear that we may neglect 
the terms due to all but first neighbours with 
reasonable accuracy, so that the lattice sum 
gives the contribution 
ZKIZx (o )c- x( 2, 
to the potential . The approximation made 
has, in fact, negligible effect since the sum of 
the second and third terms in t is of the 
order ten times larger than the exponential part. 
With the help of the values of S given 
















































































































































































































































































,.. a. - ^ Q,io 
CIL-4 
= iN ó ) c, 14-.45 o z.So ((glo) `r 
a. a. 
(b.iSf) 
the constants following from ( 6,1 ). Values of 
according to this exponential formula 
are also given in table 6.3, and shown graphically 
in fig. 7 ; it will be seen that the chosen 
Lennard -Jones interaction gives a rather deeper 
lattice potential than is got from the exponential. 
It is of interest to calculate the critical 
volumes at which the lattice potential has 
its minimum and inflexion points, together with 
the corresponding energies, on the basis of the 
two chosen interactions. These volumes define n/n 
distances, which may be compared with the minimum 
L a,o) and inflexion Cal...) distances of the 
elementary potential 4100a) (as in fig. 6.2) . 
The differences illustrate, in this connection, 
the effect of assuming only n/n interactions to be 
of importance -- in which case ota) is merely 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the comparison is made in table 6.4. 
From the formula ( (0.13 ) we may write 
ILA) ^ ,a.) = - 
re-) S , ,,,,,,, - s 6!44) = 
c. 
C6. (6) 
and these vanish when 
Q-4-4)(1% -si,t)G z.-- 0 
say. For our particular choice of Lennard -Jones 
interaction, ((D.r7 ) defines volumes Vol VL 
ana energies as given numerically in 
table 6.4. 
f 
From the exponential formula (6.1 ) we may 
write 
. 
It_a).:-.Ac-40,- 4- g 
f 
o ¡, 
a L Aa. D Q) _ h 11' ; 41, ,b c 
0).i0 
the volumes and energies corresponding to the 










































































































































































































































































































































































Yntema and Schneider have remarked in their 
paper that data on the crystallographic form of 
solid helium will determine the minimum parameter 
c.o The usual theory would say that obser- 
vations of crystal structure fix the wca) O 
configuration, so that from the minimum lattice 
volume Vo the distance Gtn can be deduced 
according to the form of C)0) . This is not 
true, since the lattice must correspond to the 
average positions under Quantum vibrations, and 
for helium even at T = O L the relatively large 
zero energy i o will define a wider spacing. 
The non -linear solution for k.. , as illustrated 
for the linear chain by (S.4-1), must be used in 
the deduction of the elementary parameter c, 
from the observations. 
The. volume VL is the one at which the 
normal quadratic theory breaks down completely, 
since the frequencies, proportional to 1,1100 , 
there become negative; its value, Ij- tc..r.,8%e 
from table 6.4, is near the middle of the range 
quoted in chapter 4 in the discussion of Domb's 
results, and to be used in chapter 7. 
6b: The Derivatives of 
6.16 
In order to give a numerical discussion of the 
linear -chain solutions derived in chapter 5, the 
results of which will be used in approximating to the 
helium data in chapter 7, we need the various 
derivatives of 47(o with respect to its argument 
a. . They will be given firstly for the general 
Lennard -Jones potential, from which those for the 
particular 6-1 potential chosen in 6a follow at 
once, and secondly for the exponential potential. 
If we write 
s(?) ^ C' s LIA-4-1)-,) _ o,,,,,. . 
r.... .. 
where S is given in ( 614- ) 
and define 
then it follows at once that 
._ 
La.) 
( ? S " 
ct" Lat) 
AN U) S., N 
` N 
CyLa) 
S K_,.,. S 
aL 
ti , - ) _ - - _ ) 
the whole variation of each derivative with ex 
is exhibited_ in the S -factors and the power of 
_I 
tt- For the chosen 6-4/. potential we have 
numerically 
together with 
^ )! s (pi) ! 
C;! izl ' ;-°) 
.-t¢ 
= ---t 3 Z. x ( o 
In table 6.5 are given, at various volumes, the 
values of the S -factors sufficient to determine 
up to the sixth derivative of the Lennard -Jones 
potential. 
If in the exponential formula ( (o ) we write 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































it may be readily shown that 
Cf9a) - (5,) C1-42:4 
V476) 
4'3 
ca) = ` a - l6 i } 
J a 




the whole dependence on ck, is now directly 
shown. In addition to the quantities in round 
brackets, which have already appeared in ( 6(5( 
we need powers of h and the various 
the latter are given in table 6.6, again 
sufficient to determine the sixth derivative of the 
potential. 
The values of the derivatives in the two cases 
are compared in table 6.7; the most important are 
tv 
1a) , qb ca) , which determine the linear fre- 
quencies, and have already been quoted in table 6.1 
the choice of the particular Iennard-Jones 









4.20 x 10 
3.36 x 102 
3.02 x 103 
3.02 x 104 
5.32 x 105 
8.00 
7.20 x 10 
7.20 x 102 
7.92 x 103 
9.50 x 104 
1.24 x 10 6 
Table 6.6: Factors in the Exponential CPO) 
Facing p. 6.21. 
/ 
S 






L1 - x(O$ ) 
,qs / 
L-J. Exp. 
.-' 1 04) Xtp J 
9s% 
L-J. Exp. 
10.57 2.91 1.06 1.09 -10.3 -10.1 15.78 15.89 
10.61 2.92 1.07 1.10 - 9.56 - 8.42 15.08 15.17 
11.50 3.00 1.10 1.13 0 1.08 8.81 9 . 0 6 
11.99 3.04 1.10 1.11 3.21 3.82 6.60 6.86 
13.72 3.18 1.01 1.01 8.52 9.70 2.05 1.98 
14.39 3.24 .958 .948 9.41 10 . 50 1.09 .830 
14.90 3.27 . 9 30 .926 9 . 71 10.95 .617 .340 
15.75 3.33 .867 .854 9.82 10.61 0 -.200 
18.31 3.50 .700 .677 9.02 9.63 -.783 -.980 
21.08 3.67 .562 .569 7.55 7.88 -.912 -1.09 























































6c: Frequencies in the Linear Chain. 
We will consider a linear lattice having its 
spacing equal to the n/n distance in solid helium, 
and composed of helium atoms; this will be of use 
in providing an elastic velocity which we can take 
as an approximation to the average elastic velocity 
in the helium lattice, as well as in illustrating 
the general non -linear theory. 
According to section 5c, the linear -chain 
frequencies are given (see (4%1), (f. )) by 





With the mass of a helium atom as given in ( b.5*) 
we have for the two constants 
) 




















































































From the values of table. 6.7 it is clear that 
( 41(7-,,... 'flp,,) ...& 
J z, ` 4O or less, so that the golt. 
expanded values given in (5- 3,b) are justified: 
i Z1a 
L ) `, z 4hw a 
(ai 
Ld`) 1412,,,. i lti 
3 
6.23 
in fact, the second term in 2 can on the whole 
be neglected. In the particular case 44&) -.-O 
it is clear that 6%,4%,x, , as quoted in 
section 5c. Numerical values of -6 , . and 
are given in table 6.8 at various spacings, 
together with the corresponding helium molar volumes: 
their derivation from (S 3 ) and the values of 
table 6.7 presents no difficulty. The maximum 
frequency s..5 is shown in fig. 6.4. 
The ratio of frequencies 
L 
o 
defined in section 5d has also been shown in table 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































from the definition (5t0 ) according to the relat- 
ion 
it T ` 7 C(9.14') Z L -4 L e'ti W U-bn"IcrD 
This linear -chain £ will be used as an approx- 
imation to the various f in the helium 
lattice, and it can be shown that its values do 
not depend very sensitively on the particular para- 
meters chosen in #1.09 
The exponential potential will not be 
considered any further; it is clear from the 
tables so far given that the chosen Lennard -Jones 
potential will do just as well in thermodynamical 
applications. 
6d: Elastic velocities in the Linear Chain. 
The velocity G* defined by ( 5bg), 
* 1 
= 
is readily evaluated from the values of table 6.8; 
the result is given in table 6.9 and shown graph- 
ically in fig. 6.5. 




































































































Table 6.9: Elastic Velocities in the Linear Chain. 
( s- f) is not readily handled in general terms; 
we would have to work out the first and second 
derivatives of f and Qo using generalisations 
of the expressions ( ) and ( - ̀  4 S " ) ; in addition, 
/ ¡
values of at various volumes are required. 
These could be obtained graphically, and a study of 
fig. 6.4 gives a general indication of the variat- 
ion to be expected. 
In the region 'ta) ,.b LC.-do) we may use thl 
simple expressions obtained in chapter 5, with values 
6.26 
of the derivatives of the Kennard -Jones potential 
IS)5 ee 
got from table 6.7. We then find, at 
lT = QL x cÓ 3 
r+ s .ai Qo = 3,S ,ct p ,s 




_1.Ofl3 u. (0 
11 
= 
16 e o x o ,,,,.. 
) 
so that 
'' ' ' ` eoa r 
iot3 x rO 14) 
The ratio of the final term in L. to the sum of 
the other two is __., , , so that the variation 
of G with volume may be expected to depend 
mainly on the term in Qor ; however this 
6.27 
velocity will not be worked out here for other 
volumes, just the particular value obtained above 
being shown in table 6.9. 
CHAPTER 7 : THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID HELIUM. 
7a: General Comparison of Theory and Experiment. 
In a recent thesis+ Dugdale (1951) has 
described very full experiments on the thermal 
properties of solid helium in the temperature range 
from about 4°k to aif ° I ; the basic 
measurement was of the specific heat at constant 
volume, and this experimental quantity will be 
a p 
written here ++ ¿ (.T) ; some of the results 
are plotted in fig. 7.1 
+ + +. In 7b we will be able 
to choose, on the basis of the non -linear theory, 
functions 4v Lr1 which coincide almost exactly 
with the experimental values except for the last 
few degrees below the melting point, the diver- 
gence being most apparent in the case of small 
molar volumes, where (at melting) it is some 41 
of the value of Such curves are shown 
superimposed on the experimental points in fig. 7.1. 
+ I am much indebted to Professor F.E. Simon of 
Oxford for making a copy of this thesis avail- 
able. 
++ All the specific heats to be considered here 
are at constant volume; the suffix is not 
meant to imply this, but to emphasise that a 
function depends on the volume as well as on 
its other arguments. 
+ ++ The scale on which the specific heat figures 
are drawn is such that the experimental errors 
are less than can be represented. 
2.0 
i5 
Fig 7.1 :Specific heat of solid helium as a function of T. 
Q Experimental points - Thcorcticol curve (WO 
0- -0 " 'I 0:0) 

















FigJ2 :Specific heat of solid helium as a function of T/a 
O Experimental points (G i') 
f =-I / 
Shows spread of theoretical 
points, given 4y 
x Points based on 
Éxp 







Dugdale found that the T, curves 
could be accurately reduced to a single curve 
etx)if characteristic temperatures rP 
T' 
see fig. 7.2. The universal reduced curve is not 
the Debye curve +, which is much flatter; the 
difference is indicated in the figure. A similar 
reduction can be made, with the same accuracy, for 
the theoretical curves, the result again diverging 
from Dugdale's in the fashion described above. 
However, the resultant single curve 60,C) does 
not arise directly in the non-linear theory, which 
provides instead various curves by x) 
were chosen at each volume, with %c 
, 
2 
functions of k and volume; it is surprising that 
they in turn can be empirically superimposed, as 
the result implies (see also 7b below). Some of 
these curves are drawn in fig. 7.2; their depend- 
WD 
ence on volume is due to the ratios 
wz 
introduced in chapter 3. The theoretical express- 
ions for the Qov0) , given in 7b, demonstrate 
clearly the divergence from Debye's formula and 
reduce to it in the limiting case to which the har- 
monic theory applies. 
+ Defined by the function 
in (4.2C) Dugdale shows more 
curve as a function of C 
error. 
G 00 quoted 

























































































































































































Dugdale has chosen the absolute values of 
ro.c V P by fixing Gr... IOO °kto correspond 
with \I= t( OS c,e this is stated to agree 
with the experimental specific -heat Debye parameter 
®ter at 7= O I , based on very 
T 
low temperature measurements by Wilkinson & Milks 
(1951). In fact, from the values of 41D 
given by Dugdale, and shown in fig. 7.3, it appears 
that the chosen K g'c (see also fig. 7.3) are 
nearer to the (.t.T on the melting curve 
(with T.T ,, aU °kat ) and given in table 
7.2 below; Domb (1951) also quotes them as his 
ao (see chapter 4), along the melting curve. 
However, the variation of "T at constant 
volume is relatively small (see fig. 7.3), and, 
which is more important, the ratios of the 6)-r" 
at various volumes are roughly constant as the 
temperature varies, sufficiently so to allow the 
superposition of specific heat curves to be made; 
the absolute values chosen for 844? do not 
matter very much in this connection. 
In the non -linear theory the a Q6 which 
35 
+ This is got, as mentioned in 4d, by making 
the Debye formula C eX) agree with the 
experimental results at every T and V . 
7.4 
occur in each function 10,1(5) ought in 
principle to be got from elastic considerations 
according to the definitions of chapter 4: an 
approximation to this will be made in 7c, where we 
use the linear elastic velocities of chapters 5 & 
6, but it does not provide very satisfactory nor 
conclusive results. Otherwise, various 
can be calculated to make the &,() curves fit 
the specific heat data, and an average parameter 
a 
can then be derived for each volume; 
this will be done numerically in 7b, and forms the 
basis for the theoretical curves shown in fig. 7.1. 
The procedure is analogous to the usual fitting of 
Debye curves mentioned above. Such Debye curves 
do not agree with the points of 7.1 as well as the 
fitted theoretical curves, as is to be expected 
from the above discussion - some examples are in- 
cluded in fig. 7.1; what is more to the point is 
that these directly determined Debye curves are not 
really relevant to the non -linear theory at all. 
It will be found that the 8 differ- 
ent volumes) do not stand in the same ratio as 
Dugdale's © "P , which is closely the ratio 
of the parameters necessary in reducing the 
b theoretical W) curves to 4, Cs() 
this is just another way of saying that the theory 
7.5 
requires, not one, but several curves in terms of 
the reduced variable X , which have in turn to 
be superimposed; numerical values will be given in 
7b, table 7.2. In fact the Q of the 
theory are quite distinct from Dugdale's empirical 
parameters © and consequences of this 
ob`P 
will be discussed in `(c; the .T 
have, however, much the same temperature dependence, 
the curves of fig. 7.2 not differing greatly in 
shape: this is also shown in fig. 7.3. Since the 
temperature variation of G.t. is small, as 
mentioned for g e" there is no very sig- 
nificant trend in the partial average -s 
which can be formed over successive ranges of 
temperature at each volume; it is only in the very 
low temperature range l - 3 k. , where some 
results of ILeesom are quoted, that the averaging 
process is not very satisfactory (see again fig. 
7.1). The ©"vQe used in deriving the curves 
of fig. 7.1 refer to the whole range of temperatur 
in each case (e.g. from 5- -3 °14- at (O04Ac,G); 
they are indicated in fig. 7.3. 
go4p 
The volume dependence of Dugdale's 
is compared in fig. 7.4 with that of the 6 *Ate , 










© log ©exP, exp 









Dugdale has shown how well -known thermodynamical 
identities based on a universal 442cß -curve 
lead to the relation 
quoted in chapter 4: this empirical result avoids 
any reference to non -linearity in the theory, and 
is here to be interpreted in terms of the 
/ 
c9 c . Since the theoretical wLX) 
curves can also be superposed to give a universal 
, the same empirical relation is allowed 
by the theory; but 1 is not to be defined 
directly from the a , and must in fact be 
approximately the same as Qxp (since the 
theoretical reduction of the 6N,4(1) curves is 
approximately the same as the'experimental). Values 
of are shown in the figure, and those of 
the awtt (corresponding to our (Da,,," ) 
are included for comparison. 
Of the remaining thermodynamical properties 
discussed by Dugdale we will consider the zero 
energy ( ) and the lattice energy ( , ). 
The values given by the non- linear theory for 
7.7 
are much the same as those of Dugdale (see fig. 
7. 6 below), even though the Debye parameters are 
very different in the two cases: both sets of 
® -values have been chosen to give the right 
specific heats and it is not unreasonable to 
suppose they will give approximately equivalent 
zero energies, even though the ordinary Debye 
formula is not theoretically correct. From the 
internal energy at 0014. ,derived thermo- 
dynämically by Dugdale from the empirical 
values, follows by the subtraction of 
the values obtained from the non- 
e 
linear Go above are much the same as those of 
Dugdale (see fig. 7.7 below). 
In regard to melting, Dugdale has shown that 
the Lindemann formula 
i Ì z, w., 
CANA,s{at....-t 
3 
remains true; as he remarks, this result is sur- 
prising, since Lindemann's considerations were 
only a rough approximation to the ordinary harmon- 
ic theory. It was also shown by Domb (1951) that 
the mean square displacement of the lattice part- 
icles is not proportional to VI in the case of 
helium, which relation was the basis of Lindemann' 
formula. These two numerical results also follow 
from the non -linear theory, as will be given in 
the next section, and a rather better fit between 
helium and the other inert gas solids is obtained. 
7b: iumerical Determination of the Specific Heat. 
In chapter 3, by the application of Debye's 
isotropic approximation to the spectrum of (virtual 
harmonic oscillations in the non- linear theory, we 
have been able to write the specific heat at con - 
stand volume as 
) = C - - lx, . C C. - . 0. 9 ? Y Y 
t (7.1) 
where C. Lx) is Debye's specific heat function, 
C `x) :. 3iZ) ®t2k) --- ?v.) 







The volume dependent ratio isk,l) introduced 
there (really a function of alb , where 
x. ®D ) was an average over the three 
17 
branches of the acoustic spectrum. These are not 
known for the general helium lattice, and we will 
approximate to 
E 
by using the function fy 
derived for the linear chain in the last chapter, 
V specifying the helium lattice volume which 
determines the chain spacing. This was 
shown to be constant along the frequency spectrum, 
the property T 
1 
() 0 postulated in chapter 3, 
and its value was defined in terms of LA5 , 
the maximum linear lattice frequency. 
From tables of the functions G UO/Igt (see 
E 
Fowler & Guggenheim (1939)) and C (Y)1í2 (see 
Mayer & Mayer (1947)) the quantities C (1} 
...G tr.) _ C, (%) have been calculated: they 
4- 
are given in table 7.1. For the various volumes, 
and corresponding f , given in table 6.8, the 
quantities - 4 `) C 1/41,3 have been 
calculated, and finally the specific heats 6vN ; 
these are also shown in table 7.1, and plotted in 
figure 7.2. 
The difference, at any one volume, between 
the as calculated from the two interaction 
7.9 




'Is) = C. lSi -[--T 1ex)- Lc) ; 
IGEQ1/4) 
1 w wi 





41%0 ; .309 .333 
.216 
( I,-J ) ( Exp.) 
4 .250 2.992 .887 3.605 3.584 3.687 
5 .200 2.192 .881 2.801 2.780 2.883 
6 .167 1.580 .784 2.122 2.093 2.195 
7 .143 1.137 .654 1. 589 1.573 1.650 
8 .125 .822 .518 1.180 1.167 1.228 
9 .111 .604 . 408 .886 .876 .924 
10 .100 .452 .321 . 67 4 .666 . 70 4 
11 .091 .344 .249 .515 .510 .538 
12 .083 .267 .196 .403 .398 .421 
13 .077 .211 .156 .319 .315 .333 
14 .072 .169 .127 .257 .253 .268 
15 .067 .138 .103 .209 .206 .218 
16 .0625 .113 .0848 .172 .169 .179 
17 .0589 .0946 .0709 .144 .142 .150 
18 .0556 .0797 .0 59 8 .121 .120 .127 
19 .0527 .0678 .0509 .103 .102 .107 
20 .0500 .0577 .0433 .088 .087 .092 
21 .0477 .0502 .0376 .076 .075 .080 
23 .0445 .0381 .0286 .058 .057 .060 
25 .0400 .0297 .0223 .045 .045 .048 
27 .0371 .0236 .0177 .036 .036 .038 
29 .0345 .0191 .0143 .029 .029 .030 
33.3 .0300 .0125 .0094 .019 .019 .020 
40 .0250 . 0073 .0055 .011 .011 .012 
50 .0200 .0037 .0028 .006 .006 .006 
66.6 .0150 .0016 .0012 .002 .002 .003 
100 .0100 .0005 .0004 .001 .001 .001 




































































































. 997 1.038 
.765 .797 
. 600 .625 
.476 .496 
.383 .399 
. 312 .325 
.256 .267 
.214 .223 
. 180 .188 
.153 .160 
.131 .136 
































































Specific Heat Functions. 
7.11 
potentials in chapter 6 is of negligible effect 
here; this is shown in fig. 7.2, where corres- 
ponding pairs of points have been plotted for the 
cases \11:. O-del c.r. , 01= :tItagcc. It is of more 
interest to consider the effect of varying f 
between wide limits, remembering it must be posit- 
ive before the inflexion point, and negative beyon 
t 
(the sign of ' ); this is also illustrated 
in fig. 7.2, where dotted curves are drawn for 
(the Debye curve) , ® , and -' 1 
It is clear that the approximations made, which 
lead to the choice of a particular average fY 
at each volume, may effect the position of the 
corresponding 4l.10 curve considerably; howeve 
within reasonable limits, this is not important in 
the determination of C. Ni(3) curves so long as 
the theory has to be fitted by means of the specific 
heat parameters Gave ; if a theoretical 
prediction of b could be made accurately at 
each volume, then the absolute values of 
would be of importance. The possible variation of 
this sort in the (T) curves has been indicated 
in fig. 7.1. The values of the (944,Qe themselves 
are rather more sensitive to changes in 
(given Ni ); some extreme examples are quoted in 
table 7.2 below. It seems that the v40 
+ The values of the linear chain f are displace 
from those of the lattice (e.g. 0 at ts7sc, 
instead of at 14,314,c ) - the approximation 
is a n/n one in this respect. 
7.12 
calculated below using the linear chain fv 
ought to be roughly correct. The assumption that 
f- 
is constant along the spectrum, at constant 
volume, is evidently quite adequate, since agree- 
ment with experiment can be reached over a wide 
range of temperatures; it may, however, have a 
bearing on the increasing discrepancy near melting 
shown in fig. 7.1. 
From the values of table 7.1 can be plotted 
very convenient curves showing the specific heat 
as a function of V for various values of x 
these are of 
/use 
in interpolating other volumes, 
the curves 4; 00 being read off down the corres- 
ponding ordinate. They have been used for others 
of Dugdale's results than those in table 7.1, and 
for some of Keesom's results. 
It remains to determine the ©-r at each 
volume, by plotting the experimental specific heat 
on to the corresponding v) curve, 
and taking the product of the abscissa ( x ) 
and T . This has been done for seven of Dugdale's 
volumes, and for two volumes used by Keesom ; 
some of the resulting curves have been plotted in 
fig. 7.3, in which Dugdale's S are also 






















































































volume is of no 
between volumes 
as used in fig. 
these volumes: 
plotted in fig. 
ions associated 
account compared to the differences 
. The average parameters ( 64ie ), 
7.1, have then been calculated at 
they are given in table 7.2, and 
7.5, where the number of observat- 
with each is indicated. The 
64$16 chosen by Dugdale are also shown, and 
quoted in the table; for comparison, the ( 
(which would be needed to fit Debye curves to fig. 
7.1) are given as well. At large volumes (low 
temperatures) the calculated points diverge a littl 
from the smooth curve drawn. 
As mentioned earlier, the ratios of the kyle 
at várious volumes are not the same as those of the 
aw43 -- numerical values are given in table 
7.2. The ratios of the empirical parameters neede 
to superpose the theoretical LCó,iLx) curves are 
also shown: they must be multiplied by the ratios 
of the 944,4,Qe to be compared with those of 
Dugdale's -- the agreement is then, of 
course, very close, since the w(ì ") and 
("76-) curves are very closely fitted. 
This empirical superposition property of the tov0.9 
implies that, at different values of o , the 
X for various volumes stand in constant ratio 
to one another, as can readily- be shown numerically 













































































































































































































































































































































As a theoretical relationship, it would mean that 
the volume dependence could be taken up by intro- 
ducing a further reduced variable, 
say; the single curve Ls) should then really bé 
written e,) There is no indication of 
such a property in 
tithe 
formula (7.1). 
Finally, the eN LT) curves of fig. 7.1 must 
be calculated from 4 andvQx 
values at these volumes are given in table 7.3. 
We may also construct curves showing the specific 
heat as a function of for various values 
of T -- either by interpolation from the 
curves.& y)or directly from the knamakCO curves 
in fig. 7.1. They are of use in giving itutr) 
at other volumes. 
7c: Other Thermodynamical Properties. 
The elastic determination of the Debye para- 
meter at any particular volume rests in the 
formulae given in chapter 4: 
7.15 
7.16 
































































































w.. =3.1 " 
Table 7.3 : Theoretical values of 7v (T) (c sb e Q) 
Ni 
51, where _ 
Í 
, by (6. ) , and 
is the isotropic elastic velocity of the soli 
As discussed in 4d, the strain -energy definition of 
G {4.11) can not be evaluated without an in- 
dependent knowledge of the variation of the zero - 
energy, or of elh itself; there is no reason 
to use the experimental ) (given in 7a) for 
this, as the corresponding Debye formula q Re 
quoted by Dugdale for o does not hold+ in 
the non- linear theory; we should need to use 
Q2 
, got from the 8,kogt, as in fig. 
7.4, in the hope that it corresponded with the 
variation of the unknown .ty , together with 
the nonlinear formula from chapter 3: 
go 
3 or 
o (7.5 ) 
7.17 
d. 
there would also remain some uncertainty in the oth °r 
elastic factor of (4. ). The three- dimensional 
lattice spectrum is not known, so that the alternat- 
ive definition of G is of no use; neither can 
any choice be made between the two approaches of Chap per 4. 
+ This is in contrast to the rest of Dugdale's 
thermodynpmical conclusions, based on a univer- 
sal Cc it``0) curve, with parameters ratij' , 
which are quite self -consistent: only the formula 
for the zero -energy is inapplicable. 
Fi g.7.6 : Absolute and relative zero energy vs. Molar volume. 
ii 12 13 14 i5 
Vccs,/mol¢. 




As a first approximation we can take C. 
as the linear -chain elastic velocity c or dc, 
of section 5e, given numerically in table 6.9. 
G is known for various volumes, and the 
corresponding from (7.4) have been added 
to table 7.2; they are about twice too big as 
compared with the average specific heat parameters, 
though their dependence on volume is roughly the 
same. On the other hand the value of C at 
4C.75- er_ which has been calculated lies fairly 
close to the ectvr curve, and again the volume 
dependence is expected to be similar. This may 
imply that the strain -energy definition of the 
Debye continuum is the appropriate one for thermo- 
dynamical purposes; on the other hand, the linear 
velocity approximation may be too crude to allow 
any useful conclusions to be drawn. 
If we work out the zero energy from (7.5), 
using 0 (Y) from the graph of fig. 7.5, 
we get the values shown in table 7.4; the ratio 
LO 
$ ® has also been tabulated, as it is 
free of the uncertainties of the a -determination; 
the two curves are plotted in fig 7.6. Dugdale's 
7.19 
\I t.(4 
10.61 11.67 13.03 14.44 18.30 20 
-- .309 .230 .163 .088 -.225 -.466 
L/sIza .827 .808 .791 .772 .694 .633 
Q eu 
e 
135.0 109.5 84.5 67.0 40.5 35.0 
go 
l`'°Q¢ 





248 199 154 120 68 54 






















































































































calculated zero energy, based on the Debye formula 
Ì , is also shown -- it is not very diff- 
erent from the non -linear curve, and the discrep- 
ancy (some IO1 of i o ) is worst at large 
volumes, as is to be expected. For the Debye case, 
4 
9.9 has the value i 
/ The E0 -curve has been subtracted from Dug - 
dale's calculated curve for the internal energy at 
h Ò0L , giving values for the lattice energy 
. These are compared in table 7.5 with the 
calculations of chapter 6 (table 6.3), and shown 
graphically in fig. 7.7. There is good agreement 
except for the region of small molar volumes, near 
the minimum of the calculated -curves, where th 
vibrational approach gives values some 100' too 
big: the present non -linear theory (with approxim- 
ations) seems always to be weakest at small molar 
volumes. The aio -calculations of chapter 6 them- 
selves differ in this region from calculations base 
on the Slater -Kirkwood potential quoted by Dugdale 
(see London (1936)); this discrepancy has been 
indicated graphically in the paper of Yntema and 
Schneider referred to in chapter 6. 
The Debye parameter a which enters into th 
Lindemann melting formula should strictly be the 



















10.5 255.0 +101.5 153.5 136.5 132.5 
11 228.5 +75.5 153.0 136.0 131.0 
12 184.0 +44.5 139.5 130.0 124.0 
13 150.0 +23 .5 126.5 121.0 116.0 
14 124.5 +10.5 114.0 111.5 107.0 
15 104.5 +2.0 102.5 102.5 98.0 
16 88.0 -3.5 91.5 94.0 89.5 
17 75.0 -7.0 82.0 85.5 81.0 
18 65.0 -9.8 74.8 78.0 73.0 
19 56.5 -11.3 67.8 71.5 65.5 
20 50.0 -12.0 62.5 66.0 57.5 
Table 7.5 : Lattice energy of solid helium. 
7.22 
the lattice frequency spectrum is replaced by an 
isotropic Debye spectrum in forming the mean -square 
displacement `1/4-- xgni ' of the atoms (see, 
for example, Peierls (1935), or Domb (1951)). This 
procedure is still permissible in the non -linear 
theory provided we understand the result to be the 
11 
adapted harmonic approximation: we have, by (1.3 9, 
and the "non- linear" method of chapter 2, defined 
II 
the "normal" coordinates in the usual 
fashion, and they may then be written as the 
of the adapted harmonic oscillators to 
a first approximation (the potential v(t) is 
not entirely reduced to quadratic terms by the 
adaptation method). The "virtual" harmonic spectr 
of the cv4, can thus be used, and leads to the 
result given by Domb, 
-x,1`' 
for small values of 
The ratio Cf.c -Ncr 6, / is given in table 
7.6: the values calculated by Domb on the basis of 
Dugdale's are rather too large accordi 












10.5 .207 .190 a Domb 
10.61 .178 (.173) .170 
11.67 .157 (.157) .176 
13.03 .135 (.133) .191 
14.0 .152 .228 Domb 4 
14.44 .120 (.120) . 20 5 
18.30 .079 (.073) .238 
20.0 .088 .303 Domb 4 
Table 7.6: Vibrational Amplitude in Solid Helium. 
In the table the parameter el-r.,., is used 
-- the variation of at constant volume is 
trivial except at very low temperatures where the 
Debye approximation is poor (see fig. 7.3); it is 
reasonable in the latter case to specify the Debye 
parameter near the melting temperature, in agreement 
7.24 
with the specific heat values; the ratio 
has been indicated in brackets. 
In Lindemann's harmonic theory, a constant 
L 
value ti ' i was predicted for Lam, -)y %O ; 
neither the theory nor the constant result are 
applicable to the non -linear helium case. But iti 
remarkable that the formula (1.0 ) is satisfied 
along the melting curve: the quantity 
-Tu,,L 
®v3 
(which appears as the constant in Lindemann's 
high- temperature expression for L- w4` 0L. 
it does not arise in the low- temperature expression 
quoted above) remains constant; Dugdale's values 
eac 
based on T (the remarks made above apply 























Table 7.7: The Lindemann Melting Relation for Heli,im. 
7.25 
those from the new theory which are a little more 
constant. The further comparison with other sub- 




is made in table 7.8: the value of k got from 
the non -linear theory gives an even better agree- 








Table 7.8 : Lindemann's Melting Constant for the 
Inert Gas Solids. 
7.24 
with the specific heat values; the ratio 
`a+". 
has been indicated in brackets. 
In Lindemann's harmonic theory, a constant 
L 
value ' l was predicted for (242, -)1- 7/ 
neither the theory nor the constant result /are 
applicable to the non -linear helium case. But iti 
remarkable that the formula (1 -O ) is satisfied 
along the melting curve: the quantity 
v3 
(which appears as the constant in Lindemann's 
high- temperature expression for 
Litt- 
+q`b0Q.. 
it does not arise in the low- temperature expression 
quoted above) remains constant; Dugdale's values 
ax 
based on T (the remarks made above apply 





' T t --i- 
3 v , 
10.61 23.3 1.65 x 10-2 1.96 x 10-2 
11.67 17.î 1.66 2.00 
13.03 11.":) 1.70 1.99 
14.44 7.9 1.75 2.10 
18.30 3.1 1.69 2.09 
Table 7.7: The Lindemann Melting Relation for Helii 
